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1 Introduction

The desire to acquire information provides a powerful explanation for many economic phenomena. Often

information is explicitly purchased by, for example, investing in market research or hiring experts. In

contexts where agents learn from the consequences of their actions, the demand for information creates

a trade-off between choosing the best action for today and choosing the most informative action about

tomorrow: to acquire valuable information, agents might decide to deviate from the action myopically

most profitable and “experiment.”

This trade-off is particularly relevant in markets where trade is decentralized. Here, the lack of a

centralized trading mechanism often implies that public information about prices and volume of trade is

limited. Therefore, agents must rely on their own trading activity to acquire information about the market

fundamentals: negotiating with others reveals information about the counterparty’s valuation of the asset.

This, in turn, provides valuable information about the overall state of the market.

In this paper, we investigate whether information acquisition is a first-order motive for trade in decen-

tralized markets and explore the implications of experimentation for the functioning of these markets. Our

setting is the secondary market for U.S. municipal bonds, a decentralized market with trades totaling over

$3 trillion per year. Two reduced-form facts reveal that information acquisition is a key driver of trading

decisions for agents operating in this market. These facts motivate us to build a framework for studying

information acquisition as a motive for trade. Forward-looking dealers build an inventory of an asset by

trading with one another (inter-dealer trade) and with myopic investors. The investors’ valuation for the

asset depends on a persistent and unobserved common preference shock. Trading is costly but reveals

information about investors’ valuations, creating incentives to experiment. To quantify these incentives

to experiment, we estimate the model using rich micro-level data on trading activity. The results suggest

that information is valuable: we find that dealers are willing to pay up to 15% of the intermediation spread

to double the precision of their information about market fundamentals. Moreover, we study the process

of information diffusion in the market and find that dealers acquire information mostly by trading among

themselves, rather than directly trading with investors. Finally, we find that experimentation explains up

to 10% of the volume of trade in the market.

States and municipalities throughout the United States depend on the municipal bond market to raise
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funds for investments in schools, highways, and other public projects. Several features of this market

make it an ideal laboratory to study the interaction between trading and experimentation. First, trade

in municipal bonds is decentralized, and learning about the terms of trade involves participating in trade

directly. Second, a large number and variety of bonds are outstanding at any given time, and each

asset includes a variety of complex special provisions. This complicates pricing and makes information

acquisition a first-order issue. Finally, in recent years, the Municipal Security Rulemaking Board (MSRB)

—the regulatory body for the municipal bond market— has taken a number of concrete steps to improve

access to information about market activity for market participants. These changes in the information

structure that agents face allow us to directly test the importance of experimentation in explaining the

behavior of financial institutions active in the market.

We use a proprietary data set from the MSRB that covers the universe of transactions involving

a municipal bond between 2000 and 2005. Importantly, the data contain an identifier for the dealers

involved in each transaction, allowing us to construct the complete trading history for each dealer.

Two reduced-form facts illustrate the relevance of information acquisition for shaping the trading

behavior of agents operating in decentralized markets. First, data on inter-dealer trade show that after

a dealer sells an asset to another dealer at a particularly high price, he will increase the price he charges

to his clients for the same asset. A variety of placebo tests suggest that this result is not spurious and

indicates that this change in behavior is likely driven by information acquisition. Trade, therefore, can a

be source of valuable information.

Second, we look at the outcome of a policy change that increased access to public information about

trading activity and prices in the municipal bond market. We focus on uninsured assets where incomplete

information is arguably more severe, since insurance protects investors against the risk of default. We find

that trade between dealer and investors for assets that are uninsured falls compared to insured assets.

Moreover the price at which dealers are willing to buy (sell) uninsured assets decreases (increases). This

suggests that information acquisition is a key incentive that prompts dealers to take on the risk of holding

this type of asset in inventory.

To rationalize these facts, we build a dynamic model of trading in decentralized markets where dealers

trade and experiment. Forward-looking dealers build costly inventories of municipal bond holdings by
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trading with myopic retail investors and other dealers. Investors’ valuations for the asset change over

time due to a persistent, common, and unobservable preference shock (the “market fundamental”). Since

dealers can choose the timing of trade, their returns depend critically on the information they are able

to acquire about the state of the market. Incentives to experiment enter the decision to trade: trading

is costly but trading prices are informative about the unobserved shock. When facing retail investors,

each trade has the same information content, but trading with more investors allows the dealer to sample

more observations and it is both riskier and costlier. When trading with other dealers, trading prices are

informative about the counterparty’s valuation for the asset, which in turn reveals what he knows about

the state of the market. Some dealers have better information than others due to their trading history.

To capture the decentralized nature of trade, we allow dealers to only observe a summary statistic of the

past trading activity of their peers, which we call “experience.”

A dealer’s trading decisions depend on two unobserved objects: their information about fundamentals

and their experience. In the estimation, we first use inter-dealer trading and trading history to recover the

dealer’s information about the state of fundamentals and experience. Next, we use the dealer’s trading

choices to recover the core set of primitives —trading costs and the cost of holding inventory.

We exploit an implication of the model to recover dealers’ experience: more experienced dealers will

pay lower prices to buy assets in the inter-dealer market. Our baseline specification compares how prices

for trades executed by a specific seller, in a specific month and asset, change depending on the past trading

experience of the buyer. We focus on comparisons for a fixed month and seller to ensure that the estimates

are robust with respect to market-wide shocks. We also consider alternative specifications to address the

potential bias introduced by unobserved buyer’s heterogeneity. In particular, we use inflow and outflow

of funds in the market for municipal bonds to build dealer-specific liquidity shocks and include these as

instruments for the dealer’s experience.

To recover the dealers’ information about the fundamentals, we assume that dealers only acquire

information through trade or through public signals accessible to everyone, the econometrician included.

We exploit a Hansen-Sargan test for over-identifying restrictions to show that dealers have no information

about the state of fundamentals of an asset in periods in which they did not trade the asset. This suggests

that learning activities in the market for municipal bonds are strongly connected to “realized” trade and
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provides a justification for this assumption.

The estimated model serves two purposes. First, we use the model to characterize the value and

precision of information for dealers active in the market. We find that dealers are willing to pay up to

15% of their average intermediation spread (i.e., the difference between the price at which they buy and

sell the asset) to double the precision of their estimate of the asset’s market value. Furthermore, we find

that experimentation allows dealers to increase the precision of this estimate by 25%. Finally we study

how information is disseminated across agents.

Second, we explore the impact of experimentation on the volume of trade in the market. We find

that improving market transparency can reduce the volume of trade for an asset by more than 10% by

weakening the incentives to experiment. Two effects are at play. On the one hand, transparency weakens

the incentives to experiment. On the other hand, it reduces uncertainty about the state of the market

fundamental. This makes dealers more confident and gives them incentives to trade larger quantities of

the asset, partially offsetting the first effect. The final balance of these two forces varies dramatically

depending on the assets’ underlying primitives. For this reason we perform a comparative static analysis

to identify the features of the asset that will determine the success of this types of policies.

We focus on volume of trade for a number of reasons. Many authors, starting with Pagano 1989,

Kyle 1985, 1989, and Admati and Pfleiderer 1988, have argued that volume of trade is a key variable to

determine whether investors can sell an asset on short notice without loss (that is, to determine whether

an asset is “liquid”). Issuers, in turn, pay a high price to issue illiquid securities. As an example, Wang

et al. 2008 estimate that municipal bond issuers pay $13 billion a year to compensate investors for the

risks implied by the illiquidity of the market. Increasing the volume of trade in this market, therefore,

can translate to huge savings for local governments and municipalities. Finally, volume of trade can be

an interesting outcome variable per se, as historically it has been the target of policies addressing the

inefficiencies of decentralized financial markets.

Related Literature This paper is at the intersection of three principal strands of literature. The

basic trade-off between learning and sacrificing immediate payoff is focal in the literature on strategic

experimentation. We empirically quantify the strength and implications of this basic trade-off in the

context of decentralized financial markets. Finally, we integrate these concepts with ideas from empirical
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studies of industry dynamics.

Experimentation has long been studied in economics, mostly from a theoretical standpoint (for a

survey, see Hörner and Skrzypacz 2016). Several papers within this literature explicitly share our focus on

experimentation as a motive for trade —most notably Aghion et al. 1993, Grossman et al. 1977, Mirman

et al. 1993, and Kihlstrom et al. 1984. Our focus remains an empirical one. For this reason, we strip the

incentives to experiment to their minimal components. This makes the agents’ problem tractable, allowing

us to bring the model to the data.

Several papers, such as Leach and Madhavan 1993 and Bloomfield and O’Hara 1999, 2000, have

discussed the implications of experimentation for the trading behavior of agents in financial markets.

Furthermore, Wolinsky 1990, as well as Golosov et al. 2014, and Blouin and Serrano 2001 explore the

linkages between trading and information diffusion in a decentralized market with private information.

Their objective is to study under what conditions all relevant information is revealed over time. Despite

this interest, direct quantification of the role of experimentation and measurement of its implication for

market structure has remained scarce. We contribute to this literature by employing a tractable analytical

framework to empirically study the role of incentives to experiment as a motive for trade.

We integrate the literature on experimentation with a recent literature that uses search models to study

the trading behavior of agents in decentralized markets. Largely, these papers build on the framework

developed by Duffie et al. 2005, 2007, to study search frictions in the context of these markets both in

theory (most recently, Hugonnier et al. 2014 and Farboodi et al. 2016) and empirically (Gavazza 2011b,a).

In this paper, we focus on a different feature of decentralized markets: the lack of public information about

trade activity.1 For this reason, we borrow the most basic structure of these models and enrich it with

incomplete information and learning; in our setup the decision to trade not only depends on inventory

management and search costs but also on experimentation.

Finally, we relate to the literature on industry dynamics (e.g., Hopenhayn 1992, Ericson and Pakes

1995) which characterizes Markov-perfect equilibria in entry, exit, and investment choices given some

uncertainty in the evolution of the states of firms and their competitors. Instead of these choices, we model

the agents’ problem as a series of trading and pricing decisions. Since agents interact with one another

repeatedly, this problem generates a particularly high-dimensional state space. We introduce a number
1Duffie and Manso 2007 have a similar focus, but they focus on information diffusion rather than information acquisition.
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of innovations to mitigate the computational burden. First, to simplify trading decisions, we assume

that agents only observe a summary statistic of the trading history of other market participants. This

assumption not only permits solving for equilibrium policies of agents and simplifies the agents’ inference,

but also reflects a more realistic behavioral model for decentralized markets. Moreover, given the large

number of dealers in the market, we assume that the distribution of dealers’ private states is perfectly

forecastable by agents, conditional on the preference shocks they are trying to learn. This approach has

precedent in the literature on firm dynamics (Weintraub et al. 2008). Finally, our empirical methodology

borrows from the literature on the estimation of dynamic setups (e.g., Rust 1987, Aguirregabiria and Mira

2007, Bajari et al. 2007, and Pakes et al. 2007) in exploiting conditional choice probabilities to obtain

information on the value functions and, in turn, on the primitive of interest.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a description of the industry and

the data used. Section 3 presents a number of reduced-form facts suggesting that experimentation is a

first-order determinant of agent’s trading decisions in the market. Section 4 describes the model. Section

5 lays out our empirical strategy, while in Section 6 we present the estimation results and characterize

dealers’ incentives to experiment. Section 8 discusses the implication of our results in term of market

structure, while Section 9 concludes. The Appendix contains additional tables and figures, proofs to our

propositions, as well as further data and estimation details.

2 Industry and Data Description

2.1 The Secondary Market for Municipal Bonds

Municipal bonds are debt securities issued by states, cities, and other local governments to fund day-to-day

obligations and to finance capital projects. Their importance cannot be overstated: in 2017 they were the

main source of funding for 75% of the total public investment in infrastructure.

To ease credit access for local governments, interest rates accrued on municipal bonds are exempt from

individual income taxes both at the federal and the local level. Due to this obvious tax advantage, 70%

of the total municipal debt outstanding is held by private investors directly (50.2%) or through mutual

funds (20%).
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The secondary market for municipal bonds is organized as a standard decentralized market. There is no

central exchange for municipal securities, and financial institutions registered with the SEC as municipal

securities broker-dealers intermediate trades among investors. Dealers execute nearly all transactions in a

“principal capacity”: the dealers buy the assets directly and hold them in inventory until they are able to

find a buyer. Dealers, moreover, can trade among themselves in the inter-dealer market. Every year there

are more than 2,000 active broker-dealers, and the largest market share is around 10%.

At any given time there is a large number of bonds outstanding, each of which includes complex

features. This lack of standardization worsens incomplete information and makes information acquisition

a first-order issue. In particular, over our sample period there are 1.5 million different assets outstanding,

issued by more than 50, 000 different units of state and local governments.2 Moreover, several types

of special provisions can complicate pricing. As an example, callable bonds are redeemable by the issuer

before the scheduled maturity, while a sinking fund provision requires the issuer to retire a specified portion

of debt each year. Furthermore, nonstandard interest payment frequencies are not uncommon, and most

of the outstanding assets have some form of credit enhancement.3 The majority of the outstanding assets

have more than one of these special provisions: Harris and Piwowar 2006 show that only a small fraction

of the outstanding assets (around 14%) contain no complexity features.

The lack of a centralized trade mechanism together with the lack of standardization imply that the

information needed to price the assets is often not public. Yet, some coarse indexes about market activity

are publicly available. In particular, since 1995, the MSRB has published information about the volume of

trade and average trading price for assets traded more than four times during the previous day (“next-day

reporting”). This, however, covers only 5% of the assets traded. Moreover, the most widely watched

municipal bonds indexes are compiled by “The Bond Buyer.” These indexes are either based on dealers’

estimates for the price of a hypothetical bond4 or on the activity on the primary market. However, these

are too coarse to effectively reduce the uncertainty for the pricing of individual bonds.

Access to public information about trade activity has improved steadily in recent years. The four-trade

threshold for next-day reporting was abandoned on June 23, 2003, when all trades began to be reported
2For comparison, this is 20 times the number of corporate bond types.
3An issuer improves the credit rating of a security by purchasing the financial guarantee (e.g., insurance, letter of credit)

of a large financial intermediary.
4This is the case for the 20-Bond Index, the 11-Bond Index, and the Revenue Bond Index.
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the next day. Moreover, since January 31, 2005, information about each transaction in the market is made

available online within 15 minutes of the execution of a trade. Investors seem to have embraced the new

source of information with enthusiasm: on the first day of 15-minute trade reporting, The Bond Market

Association reported that the website on which trades were reported averaged about 10,000 visits per

minute.5 In Section 3 we leverage these changes to show that incentives to experiment are a first-order

determinant of the volume of trade in the market.

Finally, investors’ participation in the secondary market is driven by liquidity shocks rather than

speculation. Municipal bonds are considered to be a relatively safe investment, with historically low

default rates. As an example, for Aa- and A- rated municipal bonds, the 10-year cumulative default rate

is .03% compared to 0.8% for corporate bonds. The low default risk and the composition of the owners,

tend to make municipal bonds “buy-and-hold” investments. In other words, municipal bonds are mainly

bought at issuance and held until maturity. For this reason, when we think of incentives to experiment

we focus on dealers’ incentives to trade. Consistent with this, trades on the secondary market are small:

the median trade is worth $25, 000, and 80% of trades have a value of less than $100, 000.

2.2 Data

Our main data source is the proprietary Transaction Reporting System audit trail from the MSRB. In

an effort to improve market transparency, the MSRB has required dealers to report all transactions in

municipal securities since 1998. The transactions data cover the 5-year period from January 2000 to

December 2005. For every transaction involving municipal bonds, our data provide information about

the terms of the trade, such as the trading price, date and time of the trade as well as par value (the

value at maturity of the asset exchanged, or the volume of the trade) of the asset, and an asset identifier.

Significantly, we observe identifiers for the dealer firm intermediating each trade: for customer trades, the

data identify the dealer buying and the dealer selling the bond, while for trades among dealers, the data

identify the dealers on each side of the trade. In addition to the comprehensive transactions data, we

obtained reference information on all municipal bonds, including issuance date, maturity, coupon, taxable

status, ratings, call features, issue size, and issuer characteristics from Thomson SDC. Finally, we obtain

the time series for market bond indexes, as well as monthly municipal mutual fund flows from Bloomberg.
5See Schultz 2012.
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We filter the transactions to eliminate data errors and ensure data completeness. For a bond to be

in our sample, it must have complete descriptive data in the SDC and satisfy a number of trade-specific

filters and bond specific filters (fixed or zero coupon, non-derivative, non-warrant, not puttable, maturity

≥1 year, $5K denomination). Since the focus of this paper is on the secondary market, we remove all

trades during the first 90 days after issuance and less than one year away from maturity.6

Summary statistics Our final data set involves 20, 207, 244 trades on the secondary market between

2000 and 2005, involving 587, 224 unique assets. As shown in Table 1, on average 34 million dollars worth

of assets are bought or purchased by private investors every month. The average price is $99.45, across

sales and purchases, with substantial variation (the overall standard deviation is $10.68, and the median

standard deviation within each month is $10.44). The difference between the price paid to and from

investors within a month (the “intermediation spread”) is on average 2%. Consistent with the description

of the market in Section 2.1, the trade size is on average $70,000 (the median is $25,000) and institutional

size trades (above 1 million) happen sporadically (they represent 1% of the total trades).

There are 4, 072 different dealers active in the market over our sample period. The largest dealer

intermediates 10% of total trades, while the second largest dealer has less than a 5% market share. We

obtain a similar picture if we use a narrower definition of “market”, that takes into account the possibility

that dealers specialize. For instance, the highest market share by state of issuance is on average 15%.

Interaction on the inter-dealer market is sparse: the inter-dealer trade is one-third that of trade with

investors. Finally, dealers’ trade relationships do not seem to be very persistent. As can be seen in the last

row of Table 1, on average (across dealers) every second transaction on the inter-dealer market involves a

new counterparty.

6As a result of these filters, we retain 65% of all the transactions included in the initial dataset.
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Table 1: Summary statistics

Mean St. Dev Median Min Max

Trading Price 99.484 10.68 101.52 36.644 116
Intermediation spread 2.1 1.55 1.19 -0.23 6.8
Monthly trade to investors (107 USD) 3.45 0.51 3.38 2.35 4.85
Monthly inter-dealer trade (107 USD) 1.50 0.25 1.48 1.02 2.25
Trade size (1, 000 USD) 72.05 190.92 25 5 2,245
Dealers’ market share 0.043 0.40 0.00026 2−7 11.6
Inter-dealer trades 44.49 37.63 30.66 0.07 1with a new counterparty (%)

Notes: The above table provides summary statistics for trading activity on the secondary market for
muncipal bonds US. Data come from the proprietary Transaction Reporting System audit trail from the
MSRB,and covers the universe of transaction in this market between 2000 and 2005.

3 Reduced-Form Evidence

In this section, we present reduced-form evidence that suggests that: (i) dealers acquire information

through trade; and (ii) dynamic incentives to acquire information are an important determinant of dealers

trading and pricing behavior.

3.1 Learning Through Inter-Dealer Trade

In markets where public information about trading activity is limited, agents need to rely on private inter-

actions with other agents to aggregate the information dispersed in the market. In particular, negotiating

with others can reveal information about the counterparty’s valuation for the asset. This, in turn, provides

valuable information about the overall state of the market.

We use data on inter-dealer trade to argue that dealers do extract information from prices in inter-dealer

trades and change their trading behavior to account for this information. This suggests that bargaining,

and trade in general, can be a source of valuable information for market participants.

We consider the situation depicted in Figure 1. In particular, consider a dealer s who sells an asset

to a dealer b at price qs→b. Suppose that price qs→b is higher than the average price that dealer s was
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ps,4

ps,4

ps,4

ps,3ps,3

ps,2
ps,2ps,2

ps,1

ps,1

qs→bqs→b

?

Figure 1: Experiment

charging to his clients in the previous week, (ps,1, . . . , ps,4). Seller s could interpret price qs→b as a signal

that the asset is more valuable than he thought. In this case, one might expect that he will revise his

pricing strategy and increase the price he charges to his clients.

Concretely, let i denote a generic inter-dealer trade, for asset ai at price qi7. Moreover, si and bi,

denote, respectively, seller and buyer involved in trade i. Similarly, let j denote a generic sale to an

investor, executed by dealer sj , at price pj . For every inter-dealer trade i we construct the average price

charged by seller si, for asset ai, to his clients in the two weeks preceding (or following) the trade, p̂before
i

(or p̂after
i ), as

p̂before
i =

∑
j≥1 pjI {−2 ≤ weekj − weeki < 0, ai = aj , si = sj}∑
j≥1 I {−2 ≤ weekj − weeki < 0, ai = aj , si = sj}

.

We summarize the change in dealer si pricing behavior after trade i with the quantity ∆i =
p̂afteri −p̂before

i

p̂before
i

.

The orange density in Figure 2 plots differences ∆i for all those trades i for which p̂before
i < qi. Remarkably,

after 87% of such trades, dealer si increases the price he is charging to his (non-dealer) clients. On average,

prices change by 1%, and this average change is significant at the 5% level. The second density in Figure

2 shows the differences ∆i for all those trades i for which p̂before
i > qi. Remarkably, in this case, only 55%

of the prices increase, and the change is not significant.

Figure 3 plots the results of two different placebo tests to verify that this result is not spurious. First,

one might worry that the result in 2 captures liquidity shocks that lead sellers si to increase prices charged

both to other dealers and to private investors. In this case, one would expect that the dealer will also

increase the prices charged for other assets, not necessarily traded on the inter-dealer market. For this
7Here and throughout the paper, q denotes the price on the inter-dealer market.
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Figure 2: Change in pricing behavior after inter-dealer trade
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Notes: the above figure plots the histogram of the difference of the average price charged by dealers to retail
investors before and after inter-dealer trades. The orange density considers trades in which average price p̂before

i is
lower than inter-dealer trading price qi. Instead, the second density consider trades of the type described in Fig 1.

reason, we check whether the sellers si involved in the trades in Figure 2 also change the prices they are

charging for assets that they have not traded in the inter-dealer market. In particular, for every inter-dealer

trade i considered in Figure 2 we construct

pbefore
placebo liq,i =

∑
j≥1 pjI {−2 ≤ weekj − weeki < 0, ai 6= aj , si = sj}∑
j≥1 I {−2 ≤ weekj − weeki < 0, ai 6= aj , si = sj}

.

The right panel of Figure 3 plots the difference ∆placebo liq,i =
pafterplacebo liq,i−p

before
placebo liq,i

pbefore
placebo liq,i

for all the trades i

included in Figure 2. In this case, only 50% of the prices increase and the average change is not significantly

different from zero.

In the same fashion, one might worry that the change in behavior captured by Figure 2 is driven by

a market-wide shock to the value of asset ai. If this were true, one would expect that also dealers not

participating in inter-dealer trades will change the price they are charging for asset ai. To verify whether
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this is the case, we construct

pbefore
placebo mkt ,i =

∑
j≥1 pjI {−2 ≤ weekj − weeki < 0, ai = aj , si 6= sj}∑
j≥1 I {−2 ≤ weekj − weeki < 0, ai = aj , si 6= sj}

.

The left panel of Figure 3 plots the difference ∆placebo mkt,i =
pbefore
placebo mkt,i−p

before
placebo mkt,i

pbefore
placebo mkt,i

for all the trades

i included in Figure 2. Once again, only 48% of the prices increase, and the average change is not

significantly different from zero.

Figure 3: Placebo tests
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Notes: the above figure plots the results of two different placebo tests. To test whether the result is driven by
dealer-specific liquidity shocks, in the right panel we plot changes in the seller’s pricing behavior for assets not
traded on the inter-dealer market. To test whether the result is driven by asset-specific demand shocks, in the left
panel we plot changes in pricing behavior for dealers not participating to inter-dealer trades.

3.2 Improvement in Market Transparency

For years the SEC has been warning private investors and Congress about the need to improve access

to information about trade activity in the market for municipal bonds. This pressure from the SEC

culminated in a series of provisions aimed at improving market transparency. In particular, on June 23,
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2003, the MSRB started distributing daily summaries about the trading activity in the market during the

previous day. Moreover, starting on January 31, 2005, the MSRB mandated that details of all transactions

in U.S. municipal bonds be reported on a timely basis and posted online almost immediately.8

Proponents of market transparency argue that the lack of public information about trading activity

gives dealers an informational advantage. Dealers, the argument goes, exploit this advantage to extract

rents from their clients by “selling high and buying low”. Market transparency, by leveling the playing field,

would increase investors’ participation and benefit the market at large. For instance, SEC commissioner

Arthur Levitt remarked, “The undeniable truth is that transparency helps investors make better decisions,

and it increases confidence in the fairness of the markets. And, that means more efficient markets, more

trading, more market liquidity.”9

This argument, however, ignores dealers’ incentives to trade. Information acquisition motives for trade,

in particular, can substantially erode the positive effects of transparency. Indeed, when public information

about market activity is limited, trading with investors allows dealers to acquire valuable information about

the market value of the asset. This generates an additional motive for trade that market transparency

might weaken. Therefore, if information acquisition is a key determinant of trading and pricing decisions

for financial intermediaries, improving access to public information might result in a decrease of trading

activity, as well as a worsening of trading prices for investors.

We explore the effect of the 2003 policy change through a difference-in-difference set-up. We leverage

the idea that improving transparency will have stronger consequences for assets for which incomplete

information is more severe. A typical example of these assets in the market for municipal bonds are

uninsured assets. Issuers that meet certain credit criteria can purchase municipal bond insurance policies

from large private insurance companies. The insurance guarantees the payment of principal and interest on

a bond issue if the issuer defaults. Pricing for insured assets, therefore, is more straightforward compared

to pricing for the uninsured ones and depends less on unobserved factors.

We focus on two main outcome variables. First, we look at the response of trading activity, which we

measure as the number of bonds traded times the par value exchanged in each trade (i.e. the value at

maturity of the asset exchanged). Next, we look at the impact of information dissemination on the trading
8Asquith et al. 2013 study the effect of a similar policy intervention in the market for corporate bonds, and find similar

results.
9Speech before the Bond Market Association.
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conditions for investors. In particular, we focus on the difference between the average ask and bid price

within a week (the “intermediation spread”). From an investor’s standpoint, the intermediation spread

represents the out-of-pocket transaction costs of trading an asset. Instead, from a dealer’s standpoint, it

affects the incentive to participate in trade.

We estimate Equation

yit = γ0,i + γ1t+ γ2I {t > t0}+ γ3xit+ λxiI {t > t0}+ εit, (1)

where yit is issue i’s outcome on week t, t0 is the week in which the policy change is implemented, γ0,i is

an indicator for bond i, and xi is an indicator for whether the asset is uninsured. In Equation 1, any pre-

existing difference between assets is captured by γ0,i, while the effects of the policy that accrue to all bonds

are absorbed by coefficient γ2. The coefficient of interest is λ, which estimates the effect of transparency

on trading outcomes for uninsured assets. Finally parameter γ3 absorbs any potential pre-existing trend

for uninsured assets.

Table 2 reports estimates of the parameters in Equation 1 for different outcomes and time windows.

First, we focus on the effect of the policy on volume of trade between dealers and investors. The

estimate of the effect of the introduction of transparency on uninsured assets is negative and significant.

The volume of trade for uninsured assets drops by 2.8% compared to insured assets in the 6-month window

around dissemination, which is significant at the 1% level.

Next, we turn to the intermediation spread for trades between dealers and retail investors. The

estimates in the second half of Table 2 show that the intermediation spread for uninsured assets increases

compared to insured assets. This pattern reinforces the conclusion that the decrease in volume of trade

depends on the weakening of information acquisition motives for trade and suggests that a key incentive

for dealers to trade these assets is information acquisition.10

It is worth emphasizing that the estimates presented in Table 2 provide reduced form evidence that

experimentation motives to trade are key. However, reduced form approaches cannot control for changes

in the behavior of investors and, therefore, are not sufficient to directly measure the impact of market
10In Appendix A we show that mean trade size doesn’t change for uninsured assets as a result of the increase in transparency.

This suggests that adverse selection is not the key determinant of the change in intermediation spread and volume of trade.
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Table 2: Difference-in-difference estimates

Volume of Trade (log) Intermediation Spread

6 Months 9 Months 12 Months 6 Months 9 Months 12 Months

uninsured * I {t > t0} −0.028∗∗∗ −0.025∗∗∗ −0.021∗∗∗ 0.020∗∗∗ 0.020∗∗ 0.020∗∗∗

(0.010) (0.008) (0.008) (0.007) (0.008) (0.007)

N 1,438,297 2,142,769 2,847,241 228,741 335,994 451,482
Level Issuer-Week

∗∗∗p ≤ 0.01, ∗∗p ≤ 0.05, ∗p ≤ 0.1

Notes: The above table presents the output from the difference-in-difference regression that measures the effect of
the change in market transparency on trading activity (first three columns) and intermediation spreads (last three
columns). We use insured assets as control group. Observations are at the asset-week level, and standard errors
are clustered at the asset level.

transparency on dealer’s incentives to trade. In Section 8 we leverage our model to isolate the effect

of market transparency on volume of trade through its impact on incentives to experiment. This not

only allows us to quantify the role of experimentation but also to identify the possibly opposing channels

through which incentives to experiment affect dealers’ incentives to trade. Looking at how the model

primitives shape this different channels, makes it possible to identify the critical features that determine

the success of the policy for a specific class of assets.

4 Model

In this section, we introduce a tractable dynamic model of trade in decentralized markets. Our goal is to

capture dealers’ incentive to experiment. We begin by describing agents’ characteristics and objectives,

as well as the interaction between trade and experimentation. In Section 4.2 we study players’ dynamic

choice problem.
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4.1 Environment

Time t ∈ {1, 2, . . .} is discrete and a unique asset is traded. The market is populated by two types of

agents: short-run investors and long-run dealers. Everyone is risk neutral.

Investors are myopic and live only for one period. Each investor is either a buyer or a seller. His

valuation for the asset depends on an idiosyncratic component and a common preference shock θt ∈ Θ.

Common shock θt represents common factors that affect investors’ willingness to pay for the asset, and it is

unobserved by investors and dealers alike. Each investor knows his own valuation but doesn’t understand

its correlation with other investors’ valuations.

Common shock θt evolves over time according to a discrete Markov chain; denote by h (θt|θt−1) the

probability of moving from state θt−1 to θt. Publicly available information about the common shock is

summarized by public signal yPt observed in each period t with mean θt−1. In the context of the market

municipal bonds, this public signal captures information contained in monthly indexes about the market

performance, as well as information about the performance of municipal mutual funds.

Dealers d ∈ {1, . . . , D} are forward-looking players with time preferences determined by a constant

discount rate β > 0. In every period, dealers can trade the asset with investors and among themselves.

Assets bought and not sold accumulate over time and form inventory xd,t ∈ {0, 1, . . .}. Due to the illiquidity

of the market for municipal bonds, short selling is rare and costly. For this reason, we assume that short

selling is infeasible. Therefore inventory is always positive. Carrying inventory is costly: in every period

dealers pay a cost κ (xd,t) ≥ 0. Inventory cost κ (·) captures frictions that prevent dealers to increase

balance sheet size, such as the cost of capital (usually inventory is levered) or limits to exposure to risk.

The only source of revenue for the dealers is the resale price of the asset, while operating costs depend on

the price paid to buy the assets and costs required to carry out trades.

Over time dealers form beliefs about the common shock. We denote by πd,t ∈ ∆(Θ) the probability

that dealer d assigns to different values of θt given the information he has accumulated before time t.

We begin describing the trading protocol for trade with investors. Then we describe then we detail

the trading protocol for inter-dealer trade.
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Trade with Investors. In every period t, each dealer d decides whether to buy or sell (or do nothing)

the asset to investors and how many investors to search for and trade with. We focus on the dealers’ role in

inter-temporal intermediation, rather than cross-sectional intermediation. For this reason we assume that

dealers cannot both buy and sell the asset to investors in each period. This assumption is natural in the

market of municipal bonds, where for only 7% of dealer-month-issuer pairs we observe a “comparable”11

amount of sales and purchases. In each trade only one unit of the asset is exchanged.

Denote by nd,t ∈ {−xd,t, . . . , N} the number of units of the asset the dealer trades with investors. The

lower bound nd,t ≥ −xd,t comes from the assumption of no short sales. The upper bound is for notational

convenience.12

Trading with investors is costly. The cost of trading captures separately factors that affect the

dealer’s decision on whether to buy or sell the asset, and on how many units of the asset to trade.

Let
(
εbuy
d,t , ε

∅
d,t, ε

sell
d,t

)
∈ R3 be a cost shock i.i.d. over time and across dealers. For trading nd,t units of the

asset dealer d pays a fixed cost cF (nd,t, εd,t) depending on whether he buys or sells the asset: given cost

parameters cbuy, csell ∈ R,

cF

(
nd,t, ε

buy
d,t , ε

∅
d,t, ε

sell
d,t

)
=
(
cbuy + εbuy

d,t

)
Ind,t>0 + ε∅d,tInd,t=0 +

(
csell + εselld,t

)
Ind,t<0.

Parameters cbuy and csell can be negative to capture fees that the dealer might demand from his clients.

Furthermore, let ε1d,t ∈ R be a cost shock i.i.d. over time and across dealers, the dealer also pays a search

cost cV (nd,t, εd,t) to find investors interested in trading: given c1, c2 ≥ 0,

cV
(
nd,t, ε

1
d,t

)
= c1 |nd,t|+ c2(nd,t · nd,t) + ε1d,t |nd,t| .

Letting εd,t =
(
εbuy
d,t , ε

∅
d,t, ε

sell
d,t , ε

1
d,t

)
, the overall trading cost is c (nd,t, εd,t) = cF

(
nd,t, ε

buy
d,t , ε

∅
d,t, ε

sell
d,t

)
+

cV

(
nd,t, ε

1
d,t

)
.

The price pi,d,t ≥ 0 received or paid by dealer d in each trade with investors i ∈ {1, . . . , |nd,t|} is the

outcome of a bargaining process between dealers and investors. We abstract away from the specifics of

11That is, for 7% of triplets composed by a dealer d, month t and issuer a, it is
max{salesa,d,t,purhasesa,d,t}

salesa,d,t+purhasesa,d,t
< 0.75.

12Since cost of trade is convex, this assumption is without loss of generality.
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this bargaining process and capture its outcome in a reduced form way: trading prices are i.i.d. draws

from a distribution f (·|θt, sign (nd,t)) which depends on the current realization of the unobserved state, θt,

and on whether the dealer is buying or selling, sign (nd,t).13 This modeling approach allows us to specify

the relevant variable for experimentation —prices’ informational content— in a parsimonious way.14

In sum, given cost shock εd,t and trading prices (pi,d,t)
nd,t
i=1 , the payoff from trading nd,t units of the

asset is

c (nd,t, εd,t)− sign (nd,t)

|nd,t|∑
i=1

pi,d,t.

Experimentation enters the decision of how many units of the asset to trade, since trading prices are

noisy signals about θt. In particular, observing the trading prices allows the dealer to acquire information

about the state of the market. This information is valuable, since it allows the dealer to anticipate changes

in the resale value for the asset and, therefore, to improve the future timing of his trading decisions. In

Section 4.2 we describe more in detail how dealers update after trading with investors.

Trade with dealers. After trading with investors, dealers can trade with one another. Inter-dealer trade

proceeds as follows. A constant share α of the dealers is randomly selected to be “potential sellers.”15 Each

potential seller d can make a take-it-or-leave-it offer, qd,t ≥ 0, to trade one unit of the asset. In contrast

with the random search literature, the offer from potential sellers is directed to a specific dealer d̃ on the

other side of the market, a “potential buyer.” We allow dealers to exchange only one unit of the asset in

the context of inter-dealer trade. Indeed, we capture the dealers’ decision on the extensive margin of trade

in the context of trade with investors, since inter-dealer trade represents one-third of total volume trade.

Potential buyers can either accept one of the offers received or reject them all. This assumption is

rarely binding for the market for municipal bonds since, conditional on participating to inter-dealer, for

80% of dealer-month pairs we see the dealer buying assets from only one counterparty. Making an offer
13sign (nd,t) equals 1 if nd,t > 0, it equals −1 if nd,t < 0, and it is 0 otherwise.
14An alternative way to think about this modeling choice is that, consistent with Green et al. 2010, we are assuming that

dealers have strong market power vis-a’-vis retail investors. Under these circumstances dealers are able to extract all the
surplus when trading with an investor and the trading price coincides with the investor’s valuation.

15The role of α is similar to that of the number of potential entrants, as it defines an upper bound on the total volume of
trade in the market. The total quantity traded in the inter-dealer market remains endogenous since dealers can decide not
to engage in trade, and buyers can reject the offer received.
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is costly: cd2d
(
d̃, ξd,t

)
is the cost of making an offer to dealer d̃ given i.i.d. cost shock ξd,t. This shock

accounts for idiosyncratic reasons that might lead a dealer to favor one counterparty over another. For

example, the dealer might find the line occupied. Accepting the offer costs nothing.16

After a pair of dealers d and d̃ have traded, they exchange information on what they know about

θt. We model this as follows: Dealer d observes a (possibly noisy) signal yd̃,t of dealer d̃’s current belief

π̂d̃,t ∈ ∆(Θ) about θt. Belief π̂d̃,t is simply πd̃,t updated after the trades with investors.17 We don’t model

the dealers’ strategic decision about the information to reveal. This approximation is reasonable since the

communication happens after trade and since we are working under the assumption that the market is

large, and therefore the probability that dealers will interact again in the future is small.18

In the inter-dealer market, each dealer d is characterized by his level of experience ed,t ∈ {1, . . . , E},

a publicly observed summary statistic of his history of trades up to time t. Experience is a proxy for the

precision of each dealer’s information about common shock θt. Dealers accumulate experience by trading

with retail investors and more experienced counterparties in the inter-dealer market. Denote by

r
(
ed,t|nd,t−1, ed̃,t−1, ed,t−1

)
(2)

the probability that dealer d has experience ed,t given that in the previous period he had experience ed,t−1,

then traded with nd,t−1 investors and with dealer d̃ of experience ed̃,t−1. Given past history, experiences

are drawn independently across dealers. We also assume that all levels of experience are recurrent; this is

consistent with the idea that experience may depreciate over time. Finally, r is increasing (with respect to

first order stochastic dominance) in its arguments; this captures the idea that dealers with a richer trading

history have more precise information about common shock θt.

Experience is the main determinant of trading decisions in the inter-dealer market. Dealers are ex-ante

homogeneous and differences in valuation for the asset and in information about θt emerge over time only

because of differences in trading history. For this reason, potential sellers choose whom to trade with

on the basis of what they know about the past trading activity of their peers —dealers who have been
16We cannot estimate separately the cost born by the buyer and the seller, since the resulting probability of trade depends

on jointly on both. However, we also estimate the model assuming that the buyer makes the offer (and pays the cost) to the
seller. The results are similar.

17After trade with investors, dealers update their beliefs according to Bayesian updating. See Section 4.2 for the details.
18Duffie and Manso 2007 adopts a similar model for how information is exchanged.
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trading more will have more precise information about common shock θt. However, assuming that the

entire past history of trades is commonly known would be not only computationally cumbersome, but also

unrealistic given the opacity of the market for municipal bonds. A public summary static like experience

is a parsimonious solution to these issues. In Section 5 we describe how we define dealers’ experience in

the data.

Beyond experience, inter-dealer trade is “anonymous”: dealers do not keep track of the identity of their

trading counterparties. This assumption is natural since in the market for municipal bonds interaction on

the inter-dealer market is sparse.19 Consistently, we assume that the cost to make an offer only depends on

the experience of the recipient, and not on his identity. If dealer d̃ and ˜̃
d have the same level of experience,

then

cd2d
(
d̃, ξd,t

)
= cd2d

(
˜̃
d, ξd,t

)
.

More specifically, potential seller d observes i.i.d. cost shocks ξd,t =
(
ξẽd,t, ξ

0
d,t

)
∈ RĒ+1 and pays cost

cd2d (ẽ) + ξẽd,t to make an offer to a dealer with experience ẽ, and ξ0
d,t if he decides not to trade.

By trading with one another, dealers acquire information about one another’s information about θt:

this is another way to experiment. Both the offer received by potential buyers and the reply received by

potential sellers, as well as post-trade communication, convey information about what the counterparty

knows about θt. To avoid the infinite regress problem of learning what others know what others know...,

we make the following simplifying assumption. Borrowing from the literature on social learning,20 we

assume that each dealer behaves as if the information received from any other dealer d̃ is independent of

what he already knew, conditional on the realization of state θt and the dealer’s experience, ed̃,t. This is

a reasonable assumption in the context of a large market where dealers share a common history of trades

with very low probability.

Finally, we assume that potential buyers and sellers only update their beliefs based on realized trade.
19In the market for municipal bonds, the median number of interaction between two dealers, conditional on them interacting

at all, is 3.
20It is standard in the social learning literature to assume that agents learn through DeGroot rules of thumb models, which

often involve double-counting information. Most notably, Ellison and Fudenberg 1993, 1995 are benchmarks for the rule of
thumb learning models. Moreover Chandrasekhar et al. 2012 exploit an experimental setup to argue that a DeGroot rule of
thumb model of learning might provide a better description of agents learning on a network, compared to standard bayesian
updating.
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This assumption is driven mainly by empirical concerns. Our data does not show offers to sell the asset that

were rejected by the buyer, and therefore we cannot identify changes in dealers’ beliefs that derive from

offers to trade that were rejected. This assumption is consistent with anecdotal evidence which suggests

that there are strong reputational concerns involved in soliciting quotes only for their informational content,

without the actual intention to buy or sell the asset. Moreover, in Appendix B we use an Hansen-Sargan

test for over-identifying restrictions to show the results of a test suggesting that learning activities in the

market for municipal bonds are strongly connected to “realized” trade. This suggests that the empirical

bite of this assumption is limited.

Timing. To summarize, in each period the timing is as follows:

1. θt is realized. Dealers observe public signal yPt about last period’s shock θt−1. Then, they update

their beliefs both to account for yPt and to account for the evolution of θ from the last period,

according to h. Finally each dealer d pays a cost which depends on accumulated inventory xd,t;

2. Dealers can trade with investors. Each dealer draws i.i.d cost shocks εd,t =
(
εbuy
d,t , ε

sell
d,t , ε

∅
d,t, ε

1
d,t

)
and

decides with how many investors nd,t ∈ {−xd,t, . . . , N}, if any, to trade with. Trading prices are

i.i.d draws from a distribution f (·|θt, sign (nd,t)), which depends on the current value of the common

preference shock θt. Dealers interpret prices as noisy signals about θt.

3. Dealers can trade with one another. The population is randomly divided among potential buyers

and sellers. Potential sellers can make a t.i.o.l.i offer to a potential buyer to buy one unit of the

asset, and potential buyers can either accept one of the offers received or reject all of them. After

trade, dealers exchange information on what they know about θt.

4.2 Behavior

We first spell out the updating rules that dealers use to incorporate information obtained in the context

of trade. Next, we derive the optimal behavior of dealers, as well as equilibrium prices. Where it does

not generate confusion, we drop the d subscript and use “tilde” to denote state variables of dealer d’s

trading counterparty. For instance we use ẽ instead of ed̃ to denote the experience of dealer d’s trading

counterparty, d̃.
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In this paper, we focus on a steady state of the model such that: (i) the fraction of dealers with a given

inventory, belief, and experience depend on θ but not time; and (ii) the fraction of dealers with a given

experience is constant in θ and time. This assumption is natural in the market at hand, where more than

2,000 dealers are active and each of them intermediates less than 10% of the total trade. For this reason,

below we drop the dependence of value functions and choice probabilities on the vector et.

Updating Dealers first acquire information about common shock θt from prices in trades with investors.

Dealer d, after observing prices ~pn,t = (pi,t)
|n|
i=1 updates according to standard Bayesian updating:

π̂d,t

(
θt = θk|~pn,t

)
=

f
(
~pn,t|θk, sign (n)

)
πd,t

(
θk
)∑

θ f (~pn,t|θ, sign (n))πd,t (θ)
:= Linv (πd,t; ~pn,t) . (3)

Dealers also acquire information about common shock θt by interacting on the inter-dealer market.

Each pair of dealers d and d̃ involved in a trade, first observe the action of their counterparty, and

then observe signal y. The inference dealers draw from these depends on their conjecture about the

counterparty’s private history, conditional on common shock θt. The assumption of independence implies

that dealer d’s conjecture does not depend on his own private state. The assumption of anonymity implies

that this conjecture does not depend on the identity of the counterparty.

Denote f∗ (ỹ, q̃, ẽ|e, θ) dealers’ conjecture about the probability that a dealer with experience level ẽ will

make offer q̃ and communicate signal ỹ to a dealer with experience level e, conditional on common shock θ.

Symmetrically, f∗ (y, accept|ẽ, q, e, θ) denotes dealers conjecture about the probability that a dealer with

experience ẽ will accept offer q and communicate signal y to a dealer with experience e, conditional on

state θ. Seller d, with beliefs π̂d,t, after trading with buyer d̃ updates according to

ˆ̂πd,t

(
θt = θk|yd̃,t, ed̃,t, qd,t, ed,t

)
=

f∗
(
yd̃,t, accept|ed̃,t, qd,t, ed,t, θ

k
)
π̂d,t

(
θk
)

∑
θ f
∗
(
yd̃,t, accept|ed̃,t, qd,t, ed,t, θ

)
π̂d,t (θ)

:= Lsell

(
πd,t; yd̃,t, ed̃,t, qd,t, ed,t

)
.

(4)
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Buyer d̃, instead, updates according to

ˆ̂πd̃,t

(
θt = θk|yd,t, qd,t, ed,t, ed̃,t

)
=

f∗
(
yd,t, qd,t, ed,t|ed̃,t, θ

k
)
π̂d̃,t

(
θk
)

∑
θ f
∗
(
yd,t, qd,t, ed,t|ed̃,t, θ

)
π̂d̃,t (θ)

:= Lbuy

(
π̂d̃,t; yd,t, qd,t, ed,t, ed̃,t

)
.

(5)

Note that since transition matrix r is increasing in past trading activity, more experienced dealers

have more information about common shock θt. Therefore, signal yd,t communicated by more experienced

dealers will be (possibly weakly) more informative than that communicated by dealers with lower experi-

ence level. This is consistent with the interpretation of experience as a proxy for the dealers’ precision of

information about common shock θt.

Trade with investors Let V (π, x, e, ε) be the value at the beginning of the period for a dealer who

observes cost shock ε and has private history (π, x, e) . Then V satisfies

V (π, x, e, ε)

= −κ (x) + max
n∈{−x,...,N}

−c (n, ε)− sign (n)E

 |n|∑
i=1

pit|π, sign (n)

+ E
[
W
(
Linv (π, ~pn) , x′ (n;x) , e, n

)] . (6)

At the beginning of the period, the dealer pays a cost that depends on the inventory owned κ (x) ≥ 0,

and decides how many investors n to search for. Trading prices vis-a’-vis investors depend on the type of

trade (sale or purchase), as well as on the unobserved asset’s value θ. Not knowing θ, the dealer forms

expectations

E

 |n|∑
i=1

pit|π, sign (n)

 =
∑
θ∈Θ

π (θ)

|n|∑
i=1

ˆ
pif (pi|θ, sign (n)) dpi.

The dealer’s private state changes after trading. In particular, the dealer’s beliefs about the current

value of θ evolves according to updating rule 3, while his inventory evolves according to x′ (n;x) = x+ n.

Finally, the dealer moves on to inter-dealer trade, where he obtains value W , which is defined below.

Next, we characterize the dealer’s policy function following Kalouptsidi 2014. For tractability, we work

under the assumption that : (i) cost shocks
(
εbuy
d,t , ε

sell
d,t , ε

∅
d,t

)
∈ R3 , are drawn from a double exponential

distribution F0, with standard deviation σ0; (ii) ε1d,t ∈ R is drawn from a normal distribution F1 with
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standard deviation σ1; (iii) c̃ (n) = c1 |n| + c2n
2 is convex in |n|; and (iv) experience transition matrix r

can be rewritten as

r
(
e′|e, n, ẽ

)
=
∑
e′

rd2d
(
e′|e′′, ẽ

)
rinv

(
e′′|e, n

)
,

where rd2d and rinv describe, respectively, the change in experience that can be attributed to inter-dealer

trade and to trade with investors. Under these conditions the dealer first decides whether to buy, sell, or

avoid trading. Then he decides how many units of the asset to trade, comparing each trading level n to

n+ 1 and n− 1. Denote by V sign(n)
(
π, x, e, ε1

)
the dealer’s highest utility conditional on either buying or

selling the asset:

V sign(n)
(
π, x, e, ε1

)
= max
n∈N (sign(n))

−c̃ (n)− ε1 |n| − E

 |n|∑
i=1

pit|π, sign (n)

+ E [W (Linv (π, ~pn,t) , x
′ (n;x) , rinv (n, e))]

 ,

where

N (sign (n)) =


{1, . . . , N} sign (n) = +1

{−x, . . . ,−1} sign (n) = −1

,

The probability that dealer d chooses to trade with n 6= 0 investors can be written as

P (nd,t = n|π, x, e) =
ub(π,x,e,n)ˆ

lb(π,x,e,n)

exp

(
V sign(n)(π,x,e,ε1)−W (π,x,e)

σ0

)
exp

(
V sign(n)(π,x,e,ε1)−W (π,x,e)

σ0

)
+ exp

(
V sign(n)(π,x,e,ε1)−W (π,x,e)

σ0

)
+ 1

dF1

(
ε1
)
, (7)

where ub (π, x, e, n) and lb (π, x, e, n) are optimal policy thresholds defined in Appendix E.

With a standard abuse of notation below we denote

V (π, x, e) = E [V (π, x, e, ε)] .

Inter-dealer trade. Consider the situation of a potential buyer with private history (π, x) and expe-

rience e, who receives an offer to buy a unit of the asset at price q̃, from a dealer with experience ẽ. The

dealer decides whether to accept the offer by comparing the value from purchasing the asset at price q̃,
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and from rejecting the offer:

W̃ buy (π, x, e; q̃, ẽ) = max
{
−q̃ + βE

[
V
(
Lbuy (π; ỹ, q̃, ẽ, e) , x′, rd2d (ẽ, e)

)
|e, ẽ, q̃

]
, βE [V (π, x, rd2d (0, e))]

}
.

(8)

If the dealer accepts the offer, he pays price q̃, his inventory evolves according to x′ = x+ 1, his beliefs

evolve following transition 5, and his experience evolves according to transition 2.

Updating rule Lbuy (π; ỹ, q̃, ẽ, e) depends on the signal ỹ that the seller will communicate after trading.

When deciding whether to accept offer q̃, the seller computes the expectation of this signal, conditional on

offer q̃ and experience ẽ of his counterparty. Significantly, the offer will depend both on the counterparty’s

inventory as well as on his beliefs. For this reason, the distribution of signal ỹ conditional on offer q̃ is

non-degenerate. If the dealer decides to reject the offer, his experience depreciates and he moves on to the

next period, where he will obtain value βE [V (π, x, rd2d (0, e))] from trading with investors.

Next, consider the situation of a potential seller with private type (π, x) and experience e, who decides

to make an offer to a potential buyer with experience ẽ. The offer q (π, x, e, ẽ) solves

W̃ sell (π, x, e; ẽ) = max
q

P (accept q|e, ẽ)βE
[
V
(
Lsell (π; ỹ, ẽ, q, e) , x′, rd2d (ẽ, e) |e, ẽ, q

)]
(9)

+P (reject q|e, ẽ)βE [V (π, x, rd2d (0, e))] .

If the offer is accepted the seller’s beliefs evolve according to transition 4, his inventory changes to x′ = x−1,

and his experience evolves according to transition 2.

Finally, consider the decision of dealer d about the identity of his trading counterparty. The assumption

of anonymity allows us to rephrase the potential seller’s decision as that of choosing the optimal level of

experience of the buyer to whom the offer should be sent:

W sell (π, x, e, n; ξ) = max

{
max

ẽ∈{1,...,E}

{
−cd2d (ẽ) + W̃ sell (π, x, e; ẽ) + ξẽ

}
, βE [V (π, x, rd2d (0, e))] + ξ0

}
. (10)

The potential seller decides whether to propose trade to a potential buyer or to move to the next period

and obtain value βE [V (π, x, rd2d (0, e))]. If instead he decides to make an offer to a player of type ẽ, he

pays cost cd2d (ẽ) + ξẽ , and obtains value W̃ sell (π, x, e, ẽ), defined in 9. We assume that shocks ξ ∈ RE+1
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are draws from a double exponential distribution Fξ, with standard deviation σξ. This implies that the

probability that a dealer with state (π, x, e) makes an offer to a dealer with experience ẽ satisfies

Pe (ẽ|π, x, e) =
exp

(
−c(ẽ)+W̃ sell(π,x,e,ẽ)

σξ

)
exp

(
βE[V (π,x,rd2d(0,e))]

σξ

)
+
∑

ẽ exp
(
−c(ẽ)+W̃ sell(π,x,e,ẽ)

σξ

) . (11)

Equation 11 and 10 can be interpreted as an approximation to the discrete choice problem faced by the

dealer. Indeed, as cost shock variance σξ converges to zero, Pe (ẽ|π, x, e) approaches 1 for level of experience

ẽ for which utility −c (ẽ) + W̃ sell (π, x, e, ẽ) is largest.

Equilibrium. Dealers’ policy functions depend on their current private and public history (π, x, e), as

well as on beliefs about the policies of competitors. Other dealers’ beliefs and inventory are unobservable,

consistent with the decentralized nature of trade and the opacity of the market. Dealers, therefore, do

not observe the valuation for the asset and the policy functions of their peers, but rather have beliefs

about these. Beliefs over other dealers’ policies and valuations determine dealers behavior in the context

of inter-dealer trade. Similarly to Weintraub et al. 2008, we assume that dealers’ conjectures about their

peers’ private state are anchored to their long-run distribution. To allow for learning in the context of

inter-dealer trade, however, dealers’ conjecture depend on the long run distribution of dealers’ private

state conditional on the unobserved common preference shock θt.

Definition. An equilibrium for the market described in the previous section is a distribution f∗ (πd, xd, ed|θ)

of beliefs πd, inventory xd, and experience ed across dealers conditional on preference shock θ, such that:

1. The distribution of experience in the population does not depend on θ

f∗e (ē|θ) =

ˆ

(ed=ē)

f∗ (πd, xd, ed|θ) dπddxd

= f∗e (ē) .

2. Trading decisions Pe (ẽ|πd, xd, ed) and Pn (n|πd, xd, ed) are defined in (11) and (7);

3. Offers and replies in the inter-dealer market achieves the optimum in (8) and (9);
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4. Conjectures in (11), (7), (8), and (9) are correct given f∗;

5. Conjectures used for updating, in (5) and (4), are correct given f∗;

6. Letting h∗ (θ) denote the long-run distribution of θ, and f∗ (πd, xd, ed) =
∑

θ f
∗ (πd, xd, ed|θ)h∗ (θ),

f∗ (πd, xd, ed|θ) is the distribution of dealer’s states (πd, xd, ed) within the population implied by

transitions (2), (5), (4), (3), and choice probabilities (11) and (7).21

5 Empirical Strategy

In this section, we lay out the empirical strategy followed to estimate the model described in Section 4.

The main model primitives we wish to recover are dealers’ trade costs, {c0, c1, cbuy, csell, cẽ}, his inventory

costs κ (·), as well as the standard deviations of cost shocks. We normalize β to 0.99.

The estimation proceeds in two steps. First, without directly leveraging the model, we recover dealers’

experience ed,t and their beliefs πd,t about common preference shock θt. Next, we estimate dealers’ choice

probabilities and use them to recover the model primitives through Indirect Inference.

We begin by describing how we define and recover dealers’ experience, as well as their beliefs. Next,

we show how we recover dealers’ search and inventory costs. Finally, in the Appendix, we describe how

we recover the process for the unobserved preference shock θ. Results are presented in Section 6.

5.1 Experience

A sizable strand of literature has documented that more experienced firms have a competitive advantage

in a variety of industrial settings (most notably, Benkard 2000, 2004). Experience is usually defined as

the discounted sum of past production output. In turn, the marginal cost of production decreases as firms

accumulate experience.

In this paper, we rely on the concept of experience to model dealers’ incentives in the context of inter-

dealer trade. We want to concisely capture the idea that dealers select a trading counterparty based on

the information about common shock θt that they will be able to extract from him. A dealer’s experience

offers a tractable way to proxy for the precision of the information that he has been able to gather through
21The steady state conditions are spelled out precisely Appendix G.
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trade. In this Section we describe how we define experience in the data and, therefore, how we parametrize

and recover experience’s transition matrix r.

Dealers gain experience both by trading with retail investors and by trading with one another. The

information content of inter-dealer trade will depend on how informed the trading counterparty is. For

this reason, in contrast to the literature on learning-by-doing, it is not sufficient to keep track the sheer

number of trades, but we also need to account for the experience of the trading counterparty.

Concretely, let gt denote the network defined by inter-dealer trade during month t, with generic entry

gd,d̃,t = I
{
d and d̃ traded in t

}
and generic row gd,t. Moreover, let |nd,t| denote the total quantity traded

by dealer d with private investors in period t. We assume that the experience of dealer d, at the end of

month t, for a given asset22 is defined as

ed,t = δed,t−1 + |nd,t|+ δψ0gd,t (et−1 − δet−2) , (12)

with initial values ed,0 = 0 and ed,−1 = 0.23

In Equation 12, parameter δ captures the idea that information becomes less relevant over time.

Parameter ψ0 captures the idea that the quality of a piece of information decays every time it is repeated

to another agent.

Lemma 1 shows that dealer d’s experience in period t, ed,t, can be rewritten as

ed,t =
∑
k≥0

δkrd,t−k, (13)

22For tractability we cluster the assets traded in our sample into 15 groups, and estimate the experience process indepen-
dently across groups.

23We experiment with numerous formulations for experience and find similar results. Among others, we tries: weighting
gd,t by the size of trades; using the total volume of trade, rather than |nd,t|; using the logarithm of total volume of trade,
rather than |nd,t|. Finally, definition 12 implicitly assumes that dealers only communicate the information they acquired in
the previous period. This assumption can be easily relaxed without drastically changing the results. The advantage of the
current set-up is that it minimizes double counting.
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where

rd,t = |nd,t|+ δψ0gd,t |nt−1|+ δψ0gd,tgt−1 |nt−2|+ . . . (14)

= |nd,t|+
∑
k≥1

(δψ0)k gd,tgt−1 . . . |nt−k| .

This rewriting is useful for interpreting Equation 12. Intuitively, rd,t describes the amount of information

obtained by dealer d in period t. The first term in 14, |nd,t|, captures the information obtained by dealer

d directly by trading with investors. In period t dealer d also obtains information through inter-dealer

trade. First, his direct counterparties will share some of the information that they acquired in the previous

period by trading with investors. This is captured by the second term in 14, δψ0gd,t |nt−1| . Dealer d’s

counterparties will also share some of the information that they acquired from their trading partners

(and so on...), as captured by terms (δψ0)2 gd,tgt−1 |nt−2|, (δψ0)3 gd,tgt−1gt−2 |nt−3|,.... In sum, dealer d’s

experience captures in a stylized way the discounted amount of information that that dealer d has obtained

up to period t as a result of trade with dealers and investors.

Lemma 1. Let rt = et − δet−1, then rt satisfies

rt = nt +
∑
k≥1

(δψ0)k gtgt−1 . . . nt−k.

Next, we show that experience is bounded.

Lemma 2. Let D be the number of dealers in the market, and assume that |nt| ≤ N . If δ2ψ0 <
1
DN , for

every gt and nt, the experience process et = (e1t, · · · , eD,t) is bounded.

Estimation Strategy. Dealer’s experience, as defined in (12), depends on two parameters: δ captures

the rate of depreciation of information over time, while ψ0 captures frictions that hinder communication

in the context of inter-dealer trade. Due to data limitations, we normalize ψ0 and focus on the estimation

of the depreciation rate δ.

To estimate the parameters, we use a key implication of the model described in Section 4: trading

with more experienced counterparties allows the dealers to observe a more informative signal about the
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state of the market. For this reason, sellers will be willing to charge a lower price to trade with a more

experienced counterparty.

We draw from the literature on learning-by-doing, Benkard 2000 especially, to bring this implication

of the model to the data. We consider prices pi in transactions in the inter-dealer market, and estimate

baseline specification

log (pi) = αsi×mi×ai + αbi + ψ1 log (ebi,mi,ai (δ)) + ψ2xsi,mi + ui, (15)

where si, bi, ai and mi denote, respectively, the seller, buyer, the asset involved in the trade, and the

month in which trade happens. The parameter of interest in Equation 15 is δ. We include the coefficient

ψ1 to translate the units of the experience measure into dollars. This parameter measures the discount

that a seller is willing to grant to an experienced buyer, and can be thought as a reduced-form measure

of a dealers’ value for information.24

Identification of the parameters Equation 15 relies on comparisons of inter-dealer prices in trades for

specific asset ai, seller si and month mi. Especially, Equation 15 attributes systematic differences in price

across trades executed by seller si in month mi to differences in experience level ebi,mi,ai (δ) of the buyers

involved in the transactions. The fixed effect αsi×mi×ai absorbs market-wide shocks to prices, as well as

the seller’s persistent heterogeneity that might affect prices. We also control for the seller’s inventory in

xsi,mi .

To estimate Equation 15 we exploit the Generalized Method of Moments. The persistency of buyers’

experience, together with the inclusion of fixed effect αbi , raises concerns in the spirit of Arellano and Bond

1991. For this reason we use the lagged values of volume of trade, nbi,mi−k,ai , and centrality, cbi,mi−k,ai ,

as instruments.

Endogeneity of ui could be a potential concern. One could especially worry about persistent (but

non-constant) and unobserved heterogeneity that allows buyers both to strengthen their trading activity

and to pay lower prices in the inter-dealer market. To control for this scenario, similar to Li and Schürhoff

2014, we also estimate Equation 15 using the monthly aggregate municipal bond mutual fund outflows
24This parameter doesn’t have a structural interpretation and we don’t use it anywhere else in the estimation. Nevertheless,

the sign and magnitude of the estimates of this parameter, reported in Section 6, provide further reduced form evidence
about the relevance of experimentation motives for trade.
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and inflows, as well as entry and exit of dealers from the market as instruments for buyers’ experience,

ebi,mi,ai (δ). Identification of the parameters, in this case, relies on the fact that different dealers have

different exposure to shocks captured by the instruments, due to their inventory or clientele.25

5.2 Dealers’ Information

Dealers’ beliefs πd,t ∈ ∆ (Θ) about the current value of the unobserved common preference shock θt are a

key variable to predict their choices. Traditionally, estimating models where learning is explicitly accounted

for requires cumbersome computational methods to simulate and integrate out the players’ unobservable

beliefs. However, thanks to the assumptions made in Section 4 as well as to the granularity of our data

set, we can recover dealers’ beliefs ~πt = (πd,t)
D
d=1 for every period t.

In particular, Proposition 1 shows that the updating rules 4 and 5 can be substantially simplified, as

long as after trade the dealers communicate to one another their forecast for the prices. This allows us to

recover dealers’ beliefs without knowing the equilibrium strategies.

Proposition 1. Suppose that yd,t = πd,t, and let f∗ (y|ẽ, θ) denote the distribution of signal ỹ among

agents with experience level ẽ, conditional on common shock θt. The updating rules 4 and 5 become

Lsell (π; ỹ, ẽ)
(
θk
)

=
f∗
(
ỹ|ẽ, θk

)
π
(
θk
)∑

θ f
∗ (ỹ|ẽ, θ)π (θ)

, (16)

and

Lbuy (π; ỹ, ẽ)
(
θk
)

=
f∗
(
ỹ|ẽ, θk

)
π
(
θk
)∑

θ f
∗ (ỹ|ẽ, θ)π (θ)

. (17)

We use updating rule 3, together with 16 and 17 to recover dealers’ beliefs. This requires running a

fixed-point algorithm to recover distribution f∗. Indeed, these updating rules depend on the distribution

of dealers’ beliefs f∗. In turn, the distribution used for updating affects the evolution of dealers’ beliefs.

In brief, our algorithm proceeds in the following steps:
25In light of the inclusion of the fixed effect αsi×mi×ai , we can ignore the impact of the shocks used as instrument on the

market level of prices.
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1. Initialize
(
~π

(0)
t

)
t≥1

with ~π(0)
t ≡ π̄, where π̄ satisfies π̄ = hπ̄

2. Given a guess for dealers’ beliefs
(
π

(m)
t

)
t≥1

, compute the distribution of dealers’ beliefs after inter-

dealer trade

(a) First, given beliefs
(
π

(m)
t

)
t≥1

, compute the distribution of dealers’ beliefs after trade with

investors, conditional on experience and the unobserved state θ. In particular, for every d and

t, compute π̂(m)
d,t = Linv

(
h′π

(m)
d,t ; ~pn,t

)
, and estimate f̂ (m)

(
π̂

(m)
d,t |θ

k, ed,t

)
.

(b) Next, update dealers’ beliefs based on the interaction on the inter-dealer market. Dealer d,

with beliefs π̂(m)
d,t , after buying an asset from dealer d̃ updates according to

ˆ̂π
(m)
d,t = Lbuy

(
π̂

(m)
d,t ; yd̃,t, ed̃,t

)
.

For sellers instead

ˆ̂π
(m)
d,t = Lsell

(
π̂

(m)
d,t ; yd̃,t, ed̃,t

)
.

(c) set π(m+1)
d,t = h′ ˆ̂π

(m)
d,t .

3. If
´ ∣∣∣f̂ (m+1)

0

(
π̂

(m)
d,t |θt, ed,t

)
− f̂ (m−1)

0

(
π̂

(m)
d,t |θt, ed,t

)∣∣∣ f̂ (m−1)
0

(
π̂

(m)
d,t |θt, ed,t

)
dπ < ε, set

(π∗t )t≥1 =
(
π

(m)
t

)
t≥1

.

Otherwise repeat steps 2 and 3.26

5.3 Dealers’ Costs

We next turn to the model’s primitives: inventory cost κ = {κ0, κ1}, costs to trade with investors

{cbuy, csell, c1, c2}, costs to trade with other dealers {cẽ}Eẽ=1 and the standard deviations of cost shocks
26We assume that our data comes from one steady state, so that the distribution f∗ (πd,t|θ, ed,t) is fixed over time.

Furthermore, the assumption of anonymity requires that dealers with the same experience are seen as equivalent from their
peers, which implies that the update in (16) and (17) does not depend on d. Finally independence ensures that rules (16)
and (17) do not depend on the dealer’s own private state.
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{σξ, σ0, σ1}. To obtain the parameters of interest, we use dealers’ optimal trade choice probabilities de-

fined in Equation 7 and 11, as well as prices on the inter-dealer market. Both of these are a function of

the dealers’ value functions, which in turn depend on the parameters.

We estimate the parameters via Indirect Inference, following Gourieroux et al. 1993. As auxiliary

models we employ an ordered Probit and multinomial Logit for, respectively, the trading decision with

investors and trading decision with other dealers.

Concretely, we use the observed data to obtain the parameter estimates β̂ =
(
βaux,

(
βẽaux

)E
ẽ=1

)
and

α̂ = (αnaux)Nn=1 that maximize the likelihood associated to the auxiliary model

L (I;α, β, z) =
∑
d

∑
t

∑
n

Id,t,n log
(
Φ
(
z′d,t,nβaux − αnaux

)
− Φ

(
z′d,t,nβaux − αn−1

aux
))

+
∑
d

∑
t

∑
n

Id,t,ẽ log

 exp
(
z′d,t,nβ

ẽ
aux

)
∑

ẽ exp
(
z′d,t,nβ

ẽ
aux

)
 ,

where Id,t,n is an indicator equal to 1 if dealer d chooses n in period t; Id,t,ẽ is an indicator equal to 1 if

dealer d sells to a dealer with experience ẽ in period t, and zd,t,n is the state variable of dealer d in period

t, zd,t = (πd,t, xd,t, ed,t).

Next, at every guess of primitive parameter value τ = {cbuy, csell, c1, c2, cẽ, κ0, κ1, σ0, σ1, σξ}, we use a

nested fixed point algorithm to solve for the dealer’s value functions (V,W ) and generateM simulated data

sets
{
I(m)
d,t,ẽ, I

(m)
d,t,ẽ

}M
m=1

. Finally, we use the simulated dataset to retrieve the parameters
(
β(m) (τ) , α(m) (τ)

)
that maximize the auxiliary likelihood L

(
Ĩ;α, β, z

)
. The estimated primitive parameter τ̂ minimizes

L
(
I; α̂, β̂, z

)
− L

(
I; ᾱ (τ) , β̄ (τ) , z

)
,

where β̄ (τ) = 1
M

∑M
m=1 β

(m) (τ), and ᾱ = 1
M

∑M
m=1 α

(m) (τ) . In Appendix F we outline the specific steps

we follow in the estimation algorithm.

Identification. Estimation of the parameters in τ relies on the dynamic panel nature of the data.

Observing dealers’ decision over time allows us to keep track of how their behavior change depending on

their type (π, x, e). These changes in behavior identify the parameters.
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Conceptually, identification of standard deviations {σ0, σ1} —associated to the cost shocks in the

context of trade with investors— is driven by differences in dealers trading decisions across different

beliefs π, conditional on observed trading prices. As standard deviation σ0 —which affects the decision

on whether to buy or sell the asset— increases, dealers will choose to either sell or purchase the asset

with the same probability for any belief π. As standard deviation σ1 increases, the dealer will randomize

between trading the highest and the lowest possible amount of units of the asset. Finally, sheer trading

costs {cbuy, csell, c1, c2} are pinned down by the overall level of trade.

Identification of trade costs in inter-dealer trade {cẽ}Eẽ=1 depends in a similar fashion on dealers’

decisions in the context of inter-dealer trade. Importantly, we rely on data on prices for inter-dealer trades

to anchor the unit of utility from inter-dealer trade. This allows us to identify standard deviation σξ .

Finally, prices in inter-dealer trades as a function of the seller’s inventory x help us to identify inventory

costs κ. If the inventory cost is high the trading price will sharply fall as dealer’s inventory increases,

holding everything else fixed.

6 Results

In this section we present the results from our empirical analysis. Throughout the estimation, we group

assets into 15 different classes and consider each class as a separate market. The classes are determined,

through a clustering algorithm, to maximize the correlation over time of the average price within each

class.27 Appendix C describes how we recover Θ, sequence (θt)t≥1, and transition matrix h. For each

class, common shock θt can take at most three values.

6.1 First stage

We now show the results from the first stage of the estimation described in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.

We estimate Equation 12 separately for each class of assets. Table 3 shows the average estimated

parameters, across classes of assets, for the experience process. The top panel reports the results from our

baseline estimation, while the bottom panel reports those from the instrumented version. Table 9 in the

Appendix presents the results separately for each class.
27For details, see Appendix D
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For each class, the experience discount, as measured by ψ1, is negative and significant at the 1%

level. Dealers, therefore, are willing to pay a premium to trade with more experienced counterparties.

The average trading price falls by 0.17 percentage points when the buyer belongs to the 75th percentile

of the experience distribution, compared to when it belongs to the 25th percentile. This amounts to

approximately 10% of the average intermediation spread.28 Consistent with the volatile nature of the

market, information appears to be short-lived. The value of δ is around 0.55 in both specifications. This

implies that only 2% of the accumulated experience lives through six months.

To validate these results, in Figure 4 we compare the estimates of ψ1 for each class of assets with the

variability of prices over time for the same class of assets. Intuitively, for assets for which price is less

uncertain, experience discount |ψ1| should be smaller. On the vertical axis of Figure 4 we plot the estimate

for ψ1. On the horizontal axis we report the R2 from the regression of the current average price on market

indexes. Assets for which the R2 is larger are easier to forecast based on information publicly known. We

find that for classes of assets associated with larger values of R2, the experience discount is smaller. The

(weighted) correlation29 between the two values is 26%.

Table 3: Experience process

Persistence of Information Experience Premium Learning Rate
δ ψ1 1− 2ψ1

I 0.582 −0.0017 0.118%
II 0.53 −0.0013 0.09%

Notes: The table above summarizes the estimates of the Experience process defined in Equation 12. We cluster
the assets in our sample into 15 groups and estimate the experience process independently across groups. In the
table above we report the average parameter across classes. For the top row we use past trading activity as an
instrument. For the bottom row we use instruments defined in Section 5.1.

28The learning rate 1− 2ψ1 captures the percentage reduction in price associated with a doubling of experience.
29We weight the correlation using the total value of the trades for each group of assets.
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Figure 4: Comparison of risk and ψ1 estimates across classes of assets.
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Notes: the above figure compares experience discount ψ1 and price uncertainty across assets groups. On the vertical
asset we plot the estimate of experience discount ψ1. To proxy for the price uncertainty of different groups of assets,
on the horizontal axis we plot the R2 of a regression of monthly average price within a class of assets on public
indexes about on the performance of the market for municipal bonds.

6.2 Dealers’ Costs

Table 4 reports the average baseline estimates for the model primitives across classes of inventory. Namely,

inventory costs {κ0, κ1}, costs to trade with investors {cbuy, csell, c1, c2} and with other dealers {cẽ}Eẽ=1,

and the standard deviations of cost shocks {σξ, σ0, σ1}.

Trade costs are large, with the average dealer spending on average $3, 000 per class of assets each

month to find investors. The total search cost is on average $50, 000 per month and dealer. The standard

deviation of the preference shocks, σ1, equals roughly 16% of the trading price, suggesting that that

preference shocks ε1 do not account for a disproportionately large part of the decision on how many

investors to trade with. Consistent with the industry narrative, dealers receive higher fees when they sell

assets to investors, obtaining net fees of around $1, 300 per class of asset traded. Search costs, instead,

dominate when it comes to buying assets, as dealers pay net fixed cost of around $1, 000 if they decide to
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buy the asset.

If we interpret the inventory cost in terms of leverage, the estimates imply that 15% of the inventory

is collateralized, as long as the dealers can borrow at the deposit funds rates. The difference in cost of

inventory across assets is explained by the rating of the assets traded. In particular, doubling the number

of assets with a B-rating doubles the cost of inventory for a class of assets.30 This is consistent with, as

an example, dealers targeting a certain value-at-risk level when managing inventory.

Table 4: Baseline cost estimates

Trade with
Investors Fees

Interdealer
Trade

Inventory
Costs Variance

c1 c2 cbuy csell cẽ1 cẽ2 cẽ3 κ0 κ1 σξ σ1 σ0

0.018 0.012 0.023 -0.020 -0.040 -0.019 -0.020 0.003 0 0.11 0.19 0.10

Notes: The table above summarizes the estimates of the trading costs that dealer faces. We cluster the assets in
our sample into 15 groups and estimate these costs independently across groups. In the table above we report the
average parameter across classes.

7 Value and Precision of Information

Next, we explicitly characterize the dealers’ incentives to experiment. We begin by comparing the informa-

tiveness of trades with investors and inter-dealer trades. Next, we show to what extent experimentation

helps dealers refine their estimate about the state of fundamentals. Moreover, we study the origin of

dealer’s information. Finally, we characterize the dealers’ value of information. For all these exercises we

use the biggest group of assets.

7.1 Precision of Information

To compare the informativeness of different types of signals, we study the precision of the forecast for the

trading price E (pi|π, I) =
∑

θ∈Θ π (θ|I)E (pi|θ) of a dealer with belief π, who receives information I. In
30Rating explains 40% of the variation in inventory cost across classes.
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particular we average (and square) the value of [E (pi|θt)− E (pi|π, I)]2 across different realizations of θt,

RMSE (π, I) =

√
E
(

[E (pi|θt)− E (pi|π, I)]2
)
. (18)

Intuitively, E
(

[E (pi|θt)− E (pi|π, I)]2
)
captures the average difference in the mean squared error of the

best prediction for trading price pi of a dealer with belief π (θ|I), compared to a dealer who knew the

realization of θt.

Figure 5 plots RMSE (π, I) for different information sets I and dealers’ prior beliefs π. In all cases

|Θ| = 3, so that π ∈ ∆2. We set the probability for the middle state to zero, and plot the probability

of the low state, π1, on the horizontal axes. Different lines correspond to different signals (i.e., different

information sets I). In the lower panel, we plot the informativeness of trade with investors for different

numbers of trades. The upper panel depicts the informativeness of the signal obtained by trading with

another dealer for different levels of experience. We also include the root mean squared error of the

estimate of θt absent any additional information (orange line). As one could have guessed, the signal is

more informative if the dealer trades more or if he trades with a more experienced dealer. Furthermore a

dealer is more easily convinced if his prior beliefs are more dispersed. In particular, the root mean squared

error falls at most by 40% if the dealer decides to trade with an experienced dealer (blue line), and at

most by 20% if the dealer trades with an inexperienced counterparty. Trading with a single investor is

as informative as trading with the average inexperienced trader, as the RMSE falls at most by 15% in

the latter case. Trading with an experienced dealer instead is as informative as trading with 5 different

investors.

Next, we look at the uncertainty in dealers’ estimate of trading prices taking into account their equi-

librium behavior. In Table 5 we compute the average RMSE across players, at the observed equilibrium,

for different types of dealers. The first column reports the upper bound for the RMSE when the agents

only observe public signal yPt . The last three columns show the RMSE attained in equilibrium for dealers

with different experience levels. Experimentation allows dealers to improve the precision of their estimate

on average by 25%. Experienced dealers have better information than the rest of the market, as they are

able to improve the precision of their prediction by 33% compared to when they did not experiment. The

improvement in precision is lower for inexperienced dealers, who improve the precision of their estimate
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Figure 5: Informativeness of different signals
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Notes: the above figure plots the root mean square error RMSE (π, I) for different signals and dealers’ prior beliefs
π. In all cases |Θ| = 3, and we set the probability for the middle state to zero. The probability of the low state
π1, is shown on the horizontal axes. Different lines correspond to different information sets I. In the lower panel,
we plot RMSE (π, I) after dealers traded with investors. The upper panel depicts the value of RMSE (π, I) after
trading with another dealer.
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by 23%.

Table 5: Precision of information

Uninformed
Players

Market
Average

Inexperienced
Players

Experienced
Players

RMSE 1.024 0.759 0.782 0.691
Percentage 100 74.15 76.43 67.49

Notes: We compute the measure defined in Equation 18 for dealers along the equailibrium path. The table above
reports the average across beliefs π for different classes of dealers. The first column reports the measure for players
with access only to public information. The second column reports the average across all players, and the last two
columns distinguish among experienced and inexperienced players.

Next we study how information percolates in the market. To this end, we use the estimated policy

functions to simulate the game under the assumption that dealers only update based on information

from inter-dealer trade with a specific type of dealer or based on trade with investors. Table 6 reports

the percentage of the increase in precision that can be attributed to different sources of information.

Experienced dealers learn mainly from other dealers, as only 19% of their information derives from trade

with investors. Inexperienced dealers rely more heavily on trade with investors, which accounts for one-

third of their information. For both experienced and inexperienced players, trade with inexperienced

dealers accounts for the largest share of information acquired the context on inter-dealer trade. The

difference is sharper for inexperienced dealers: only 22% of information that inexperienced dealers gather

derives from trade with experienced dealers.

7.2 Value of Information

To quantify dealers’ incentives to experiment, we characterize the value of information for the dealers

active in the market for municipal bonds. Intuitively, in our estimation the dealers’ value for information

is identified using prices in the inter-dealer market: the discount that a dealer is willing to offer to trade

with a more experienced counterparty allows us to measure the value he assigns to a more informative

signal.
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Table 6: Origin of information

Trade with Investors Inter-dealer Trade

Low Experience Middle Experience High Experience

Experienced Players 0.19 0.288 0.262 0.254
Inexperienced Players 0.304 0.30 0.278 0.223

Notes: The table above decomposes improvement in dealers’ information described in Table 5. The first column
shows what percentage of dealers’ information derives from trade with investors. The last three columns show what
percentage of dealers’ information derives from trade with dealers with different experience levels.

For a dealer with prior beliefs π, inventory x and experience level e, the value of a signal y|θ ∼ fy is

V I (π, x, e, fy) = E (V (L (y, π) , x, e))− V (π, x, e) , (19)

where the first expectation is taken with respect to realizations of y, and L (y, π) denotes the updated

belief based on observing the realization of signal y:

π′
(
θk
)

(y) =
f
(
y|θk

)
π
(
θk
)∑

θ∈Θ f (y|θ)π (θ)

= L (y, π) .

The value of V I can be interpreted as the highest price that a dealer with beliefs π, inventory x and

experience level e is willing to pay to purchase signal y about θ. The upper panel of Figure 6 shows

the value of information for different prior beliefs π and different distributions fy. For simplicity, we

focus on normal signals, y|θ ∼ N
(
θ, σ2

I

)
, and normalize the precision of signal y, 1

σI
, based on the

standard deviation of the public signal about θ, 1
σI

= γ
σP

. Finally, to fix magnitudes, we normalize value

of information using the average intermediation spread. In sum, the plot should be interpreted as the

share of the intermediation spread that a dealer is willing to give up to buy a signal about θ which is γ

times more informative than the public signal yPt .
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The lower panel of Figure 6 shows the marginal value of information

MV I (π, x, e, fy) =
V I (π, x, e, fyh)− V I (π, x, e, fy)

h
, (20)

where fyh = N

(
θ,
(
σP
γ+h

)2
)

is the distribution of a slightly more precise signal than fy = N

(
θ,
(
σP
γ

)2
)
.

Both value and marginal value of information are computed at the average level of inventory x̄ and

normalized using the average intermediation spread.

The estimated value of information is positive and substantial. Dealers benefit from having precise

information about the market fundamental θ. As an example, the average dealer is willing pay up to 15%

of its intermediation spread to acquire a signal about θ twice as informative as the public signal.

The marginal value of information is initially zero as found in Radner and Stiglitz 1984 and rigorously

formalized in Chade and Schlee 2002. The marginal value is hump shaped. This is consistent with what

Keppo et al. 2008 find in a Gaussian setting. The shape of the marginal value can have far-reaching

implications for the market. For example, it creates a scope for a dealer’s specialization that is consistent

with the tendency of dealers to specialize in a specific class of assets.
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Figure 6: Value and marginal value of information
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Notes: The top panel of the above figure plots the share of the average intermediation spread that a dealer is willing
to give up to buy a noisy signal of common shock θ with distribution y|θ ∼ N

(
θ, γ

σP

)
, where σP is the variance

of the public signal yPt . Different lines corresponds to different prior beliefs π. In particular, in all cases
|Θ| = 3, and we set the probability for the middle state to zero. Each line correspond to a different probability of
the low state π1. Instead, the bottom panel of the figure plots the difference in the dealer’s valuation for a
signal y|θ ∼ N

(
θ, γ

σP

)
and a slightly less informative signal N

(
θ, γ−hσP

)
normalized by h, for small values

of h.
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8 Implications for Market Transparency

Traditionally, assets in decentralized markets are traded in an opaque environment, with limited or no

public information about market activity. In the last decade, however, access to trade information has

improved in many decentralized markets, mostly due to direct intervention of the policy maker. As an

example, in 1995 the MSRB took the first steps of the plan that led, in 2005, to the 15-minute reporting

discussed in Section 3. Shortly after, in 2002, a similar provision was imposed by The Financial Industry

Regulatory Authority (FINRA) in the market for U.S. corporate bonds. In 2011 Agency-Backed Securities

and Asset-Backed Securities followed. Finally, in 2014 FINRA began disseminating 144A transactions.

The push toward greater transparency in decentralized markets is still ongoing, both in the US and

abroad. As an example, in July FINRA began requiring its member firms to report U.S. Treasury secu-

rities transactions, even though those prices are currently not disseminated to the public. In Europe the

legislative package comprising the revised Markets in Financial Instruments Directive and a new Regula-

tion (“MiFID II”), passed into law in 2014, is about to institute a post-trade transparency regime which

will affect a broad range of instruments.

The stated objective behind these policies is to increase the assets’ liquidity by improving investor

participation and trade activity.31 An asset is considered more liquid “if it is more certainly realizable at

short notice without loss.” Therefore, liquidity is valuable per se, as long as investors value immediacy.

Moreover, a liquid secondary market is a crucial condition to lower the cost of raising capital. As an

example, Wang et al. 2008 estimate that the municipal bond issuers pay 13 billion a year to compensate

investors for the risks implied by the illiquidity of the market. Increasing liquidity in this market, therefore,

would translate to huge savings for local governments and municipalities.

The argument for the effectiveness of the policy goes as follows: dealers have an informational advantage

vis-a-vis investors. This advantage is leveraged to “buy low and sell high.” This lowers liquidity directly,

since it lowers the price that an investor can obtain by selling his assets before maturity. Moreover, dealers’

market power lowers liquidity indirectly, since higher prices on the buy side depress buyers’ participation.

Improving access to public information, therefore, should reduce dealers’ market power and increase market

liquidity.
31Testimony of Chairman Arthur Levitt Before the House Subcommittee on Finance and Hazardous Materials, Committee

on Commerce, Concerning Transparency in the United States Debt Market and Mutual Fund Fees and Expenses.
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This argument, however, ignores a key driving force of market liquidity: the dealers’ incentives to

participate to trade. In particular, if information acquisition is a key determinant of dealers’ trading

decisions, improving access to public information might weaken their incentives to trade and dampen or

overturn the positive effects of investors’ participation.

We use the estimated model to qualify this statement. In particular, we quantify the effect of an

increase in market transparency of dealers’ incentives to trade. To approximate a transparent market, we

simulate the model assuming that the terms of trade of all transactions become public at the end of each

period. Once public, information about trade activity can be observed, free of charge, by everyone.

On average dealers are willing to buy 4% fewer assets from investors, once market transparency is

improved. In particular, Table 7 shows that on average (across assets) dealers’ purchase increase by 4%

when the market value for the asset increase. This change is offset by the change in trading behavior for

other realizations of the asset.

Table 7: Effect of market transparency

State (θt) Low Medium High

Purchases from investors (Overall Change) 4.97% −4.72% −8.68%
(Billion $) 8.00 −5.1 −14.95

Notes: the table above summarizes the change in volume of dealers’ assets purchases that results from an increase
in market transparency. In particular we report the average change across different classes of assets, for different
values of common preference shock θt.

Two effects are at play. First, transparency weakens the incentives to experiment: when information

trading activity is made public, uncertainty about common shock θt is drastically reduced. Therefore,

the value of additional information conveyed by trade becomes irrelevant. This makes each trade less

valuable for the dealers and implies that, conditional on private history (π, x, e), dealers are willing to

trade more sporadically. Second, improving public information reduces uncertainty about the realization

of the preference shock θt. Lower uncertainty implies that dealers are more willing to trade larger quantities

of the asset, partially offsetting the first effect.

The balance between these two effects varies substantially across assets. As shown in Figure 7, the
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Figure 7: Total change in volume of trade as a function of cost of inventory
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Notes: The figure above compares the total change in volume associated to an increase in market transparency
with the estimated cost of inventory κ0 across different classes of assets. For each class of assets, the size of the
associated point is proportional to the observed total value of trade for the assets included in the class.

average change within classes of assets ranges from −10% to +10%. This suggests that the success of this

policy will hinge on the underlying features of the assets traded.

Estimated cost of inventory κ̂0 is the strongest predictor for the effect of market transparency, and

accounts for more that 50% of the differences in market outcome across classes of assets. This result

is intuitive: as the limits to expand inventory become stronger, the dealer will find it more difficult to

adjust his trading decisions to exploit fluctuations in common shock θt. This contains the first effect

described above, since the dealer is in a worse position to leverage information acquired thanks to market

transparency, and it implies that the decline in volume of trade is sharper.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we shed new light on the role of experimentation in decentralized opaque markets. These

markets are common in wholesale trade markets and markets for investment goods. We argue that in
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these markets trade can be a source of valuable information about the market fundamentals. Obtaining

this information, therefore, becomes an additional motive for trade.

To characterize incentives to experiment, we use a detailed dataset of transactions on the secondary

market of municipal bonds, which provides a comprehensive insight into a decentralized financial market.

We first use the dataset to provide reduced form evidence suggesting that incentives to experiment are a

first-order motive for trade in the market. To rationalize these facts we build a dynamic model of trade in

decentralized markets where agents are uncertain about the underlying value of the asset traded. Using

the data we estimate the model and demonstrate that experimentation explains up to 10% of the volume

of trade in this market. Finally we show that accounting for experimentation is important for a number

of policies, such as increasing market transparency as well as imposing limits on inventory holding.
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Appendix

A Additional Tables and Figures

Sales Trade Size Purchases Trade Size

6 Months 9 Months 12 Months 6 Months 9 Months 12 Months

uninsured * I {t > t0} −6.145 −2.346 −1.665 −5.213 −7.674 −6.713
(7.222) (3.898) (3.297) (4.420) (5.946) (5.054)

N 289,886 476,903 640,087 320,509 429,568 451,482
Level Issuer-Week

Table 8: Difference-in-Difference Estimates of Transparency on Trade Size
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Baseline Specification Instrumented Version

Group β δ β δ

I -0.0008 0.849 -0.0002 0.249
II -0.0116 0.948 -0.0003 0.634
III -0.0005 0.763 0.00012 0.601
IV -0.0006 0.829 -0.0001 0.667
V -0.0001 0.903 -0.0002 0.236
VI -0.0023 0.616 -0.0007 0.288
VII -0.0003 0.255 -0.0002 0.252
VIII -0.0006 0.257 -0.0004 0.752
IX -0.0007 0.321 -7.92e- 0.815
X -0.0016 0.572 -0.0006 0.255
XI -0.0007 0.348 -0.0007 0.274
XII -0.0008 0.232 -0.0010 0.397
XIII -0.0005 0.964 -0.0137 0.887
XIV -0.0006 0.276 -0.0008 0.969
XV -0.0025 0.368 -0.0010 0.958
XVI -0.0010 0.791 -0.0016 0.289

Table 9: Estimates for Experience

B What do Dealers Know?

We use the specification test suggested in Dickstein and Morales (2015) to test the assumption that dealers

have no information about the market value of the asset in months where they don’t participate to trade.

The intuition behind the test is the following: let yd,t be an outcome variable that depends on a decision

of dealer d in period t, such as the quantity traded in a certain asset, or the price charged to investors.

Let also Id,t denote dealer d’s information set at the beginning of period t. Dealer d’s decision about yd,t

will depends on dealer d’s expectation of the market value for the asset E (θt|Id,t), conditional on what

he knows about past realizations of θt. Under this scenario, if a variable Zt belongs to d’s information set

Id,t, then it must be orthogonal to his forecast error:

E [(θt − E (θt|Id,t))Zt] = 0.
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In this case, therefore, Zt would be a instrument for E (θt|Id,t) in the regression

yd,t = α+ βθt + β (E (θt|Id,t)− θt)

= α+ βθt + εd,t

We use this idea to test whether the dealer knows the average market price for asset that he does not

trade in a given month. Table 10 reports the result of this test for different outcome variables yd,t and

instruments Zt. The first two column test whether the dealer knows the average trading price of an asset

in periods in which he does not trade. In all four of the combinations the p-value is zero, suggesting that

the average price for the asset, θt,a, or for assets from the same state θt,s, don’t belong to the dealer’s

information set when he does not trade. On the contrary, for periods in which the dealers did participate

to trade the test cannot reject the null, confirming that dealer d acquire information through trade.

yd,t = n+
d,t yd,t = n−d,t

(1− I {trade in t− 1}) θt−1,a 0.00 0.00
(1− I {trade in t− 1}) θt−1,s 0.00 0.00
I {trade in t− 1} θt−1,a 0.02 0.75
I {trade in t− 1} θt−1,s 0.10 0.15

Table 10: p-values for Hansen-Sargan test

C Definition of Θ

Below we outline the steps we follow to recover Θ. For every month t we compute the average trading

price in trades between dealers and investors. Let p̂+
t be the average price at which dealers buy the asset,

and p̂−t be the average price at which dealers sell the asset. According to our model, as the number of
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trades i increases,

p̂+
t =

1

N

∑
p+
it → E

(
p+
t |θt

)
=

ˆ
pf (p|θt,+) dp.

p̂−t =
1

N

∑
p−it → E

(
p−t |θt

)
=

ˆ
pf (p|θt,+) dp.

To recover the underlying sequence for the parameter θt and its transition matrix h we fit a Normal

Hidden Markov Model with three states to the sequence of market prices p̂t = 1
2

(
p̂+
t + p̂−t

)
.

Concretely, we use an EM algorithm to select transition matrix ĥ and initial probability ĥ0 to maximize

the expected log-likelihood

E [lT (p1:T , θ1:T |h, h0, µθ, σθ)] ,

where

lT (p1:T , θ1:T |h, h0, µθ, σθ) = log h0 (θ1) +

T∑
t=2

log h (θt|θt−1) +

T∑
t=2

log

(
1

σθt
φ

(
p̂t − µθt
σθt

))
.

Table 11 highlights the features of the recovered parameters across different classes of assets. The

three columns of the table show, for each group of assets, the average purchase and selling prices by state,

1
T

∑
p·tI
{
θt = θk

}
. Finally the last two columns report the average number of changes for θt within an

year and the average value of σθt . The state changes around three times within an year, this is a reasonable

number considering that each group includes several assets. Furthermore the bid-ask spread is on average

5%, and it is larger for lower values assets (the correlation is −65%).
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Group Average Ask Price Average Bid Price Changes per year σθt

θhigh θmid θlow θhigh θmid θlow

I 1.02 1.038 1.053 0.997 1.014 1.03 4.06 0.015
II 0.701 0.738 0.776 0.707 0.714 0.727 1.029 0.038
III 1.007 1.017 1.026 0.989 0.995 1 3.383 0.015
IV 1.063 1.08 1.094 1.05 1.068 1.08 3.14 0.015
V 0.997 1.015 1.031 0.972 0.987 1.003 3.549 0.015
VI 1.044 1.049 1.054 1.029 1.035 1.04 3.071 0.014
VII 0.901 0.932 0.974 0.855 0.898 0.933 2.057 0.041
VIII 1.067 1.076 1.082 1.056 1.064 1.07 3.913 0.015
IX 0.949 0.98 0.997 0.911 0.943 0.957 1.662 0.029
X 0.948 0.964 0.983 0.914 0.931 0.945 2.903 0.017
XI 1.048 1.06 1.072 1.03 1.04 1.051 2.967 0.015
XII 0.801 0.82 0.837 0.778 0.796 0.813 3.429 0.021
XIII 1.029 1.03 1.036 1.012 1.013 1.017 3.086 0.014
XIV 0.975 0.993 1.018 0.943 0.963 0.983 3.464 0.013
XV 1.097 1.118 1.135 1.088 1.109 1.126 3.338 0.017

Table 11: Estimates of Θ

D Assets Classes

For the purpose of the estimation, we divide assets j = {1, . . . , Nasset} traded in the secondary market

for municipal bonds into 15 groups, a ∈ {1, . . . , 15}. Denote by p̄j,t the average selling price asset j and

denote by p̄a,t the average selling price for assets belonging to class a in month t

p̄a,t =
1

Na

∑
pi,t.

Ideally the assignment of assets to classes should satisfy two conditions. First, for every class a past

prices should have strong predictive power for the current price, hence Cov (p̄a,t, p̄a,t−k) should be large.

Moreover, knowing past trading price for class a′, p̄a′,t−k, should not help in predicting p̄a,t, conditional

on the realization of the current public signal yPt .
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To define classes that satisfy these conditions, we modify a standard k-means algorithm. Denote by

µ∗ (j) ∈ {1, . . . , 15} the assignment of assets to classes. The algorithm follows these steps.

1. First we define a random assignment of assets µ(0)

2. To evaluate any assignment µ(m) we first compute average prices within each class

p̄
(m)
a,t =

1

N
(m)
a

∑
pµ(m)(j)=a,t,

estimate the regression

p̄
(m)
a,t = ρ0 + ρ1p̄

(m)
a,t−1 + ρ2y

P
t + ε, (21)

3. Finally, we use 21 to update assignment µ(m). In particular, µ(m+1) (j) is defined as

µ(m+1) (j) = arg min
a

∑
t

(
p̄j,t − p(0)

a,t − ρ̂0 − ρ̂1p̄
(0)
a,t−1 − ρ̂2y

P
t

)2
.

Table 12 reports some characteristics of the different classes of assets. In particular, for the second column,

we estimate separate regressions

p̄
(m)
a,t = ρ0 + ρ1,a′ p̄

(m)
a′,t−1 + ρ2y

P
t + ε,

and report the average p-value of the coefficients
(
ρ1,a′

)
a′ 6=a. Furthermore, for the third column, we

estimate the regression

p̄
(m)
a,t = ρ0 + ρ1,ap̄

(m)
a,t−1 + ρ2y

P
t + ε,

and report the p-value associated to coefficient ρ1,a.
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Group N. of assets Total Volume of Trade ($109) ρ1,a′ ρ1,a

I 18,715 57.664 .377 .040
II 8,356 41.47 .539 .011
III 14,599 42.52 .586 0.001
IV 1,638 7.52 .456 0.215
V 14,876 87.99 .348 0
VI 14,371 61.86 .379 0
VII 17,145 59.44 .437 0
VIII 308 6.65 .327 0
IX 8,955 50.08 .383 0
X 1,275 11.87 .430 0
XI 19,266 65.72 .489 0.01
XII 1,952 6.08 .381 0
XIII 22,590 50.01 .541 0
XIV 9,516 90.39 .552 0.008
XV 7,498 87.65 .342 0

Table 12: Classes of Assets.

E Choice Probabilities

We assume that: (i) cost shocks
(
εbuy
d,t , ε

sell
d,t , ε

∅
d,t

)
∈ R3 , are drawn from a double exponential distribution

F0, with standard deviation σ0; (ii) ε1d,t ∈ R is drawn from a normal distribution F1 with standard deviation

σ1; (iii) c̃ (n) = c1 |n|+ c2n
2 is convex in |n|; and (iv) experience transition matrix r can be rewritten as

r
(
e′|e, n, ẽ

)
=
∑
e′

rd2d
(
e′|e′′, ẽ

)
rinv

(
e′′|e, n

)
,

where rd2d and rinv describe, respectively, the change in experienced that can be attributed to inter-dealer

trade trade with investors.

Denote by V sign(n)
(
π, x, e, ε1

)
the dealer’s highest utility conditional on either buying or selling the

asset:

V sign(n)
(
π, x, e, ε1

)
= max
n∈N (sign(n))

−c̃ (n)− ε1 |n| − E

 |n|∑
i=1

pit|π, sign (n)

+ E [W (Linv (π, ~pn,t) , x
′ (n;x) , rinv (n, e))]

 ,
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where

N (sign (n)) =


{1, . . . , N} sign (n) = +1

{−x, . . . ,−1} sign (n) = −1

,

The probability that dealer d chooses to trade with n 6= 0 investors can be written as

P (nd,t = n|π, x, e) =
ub(π,x,e,n)ˆ

lb(π,x,e,n)

exp

(
V sign(n)(π,x,e,ε1)−W (π,x,e)

σ0

)
exp

(
V sign(n)(π,x,e,ε1)−W (π,x,e)

σ0

)
+ exp

(
V sign(n)(π,x,e,ε1)−W (π,x,e)

σ0

)
+ 1

dF1

(
ε1
)
,

where ub (π, x, e, n) and lb (π, x, e, n) are optimal policy thresholds defined below. Consider n > 0 and let

∆ (π, x, e, n) denote the difference in the value function between buying n and n+ 1 units:

∆ (π, x, e, n) = c̃ (n+ 1)− c̃ (n)− E (pit|π,+1) , .

+ βE
[
W
(
Linv (π, ~pn+1) , x′ (n+ 1;x) , rinv (n+ 1, e)

)
−W

(
Linv (π, ~pn) , x′ (n;x) , rinv (n+ 1, e)

)]
.

Then

σ1lb (π, x, e, n) =


∆ (n) n = 1, . . . , N − 1

−∞ n = N

,

while

σ1ub (π, x, e, n) =


∆ (n− 1) n = 2, . . . , N

∞ n = 1

.

In the same fashion, consider n < 0 and let ∆ (π, x, e, n) denote the difference in the value function
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between selling n and n+ 1 units:

∆ (π, x, e, n) = c̃ (n− 1)− c̃ (n) + E (pit|π,−1) ,

+ βE
[
W
(
Linv (π, ~pn−1) , x′ (n− 1;x) , rinv (n− 1, e)

)
−W

(
Linv (π, ~pn) , x′ (n;x) , rinv (n− 1, e)

)]
.

Then

σ1lb (π, x, e, n) =


∆ (n) n = −1, . . . ,−x− 1

−∞ n = −x
,

while

σ1ub (π, x, e, n) =


∆ (n− 1) n = −2, . . . ,−x

∞ n = −1

.

F Estimation Algorithm

1. Guess an initial set of parameters τ .

2. Solve for the dealers’ value functions. This requires setting an initial value V(0). Then, at each

iteration m and until convergence

(a) Using the observed distribution of beliefs, experience, and inventory recovered in Section 5.2,

update W buy
(m) according to

W buy
(m) (π, x, e) = P (ẽ = 0|π, x, e)βE

[
V(m) (π, x, g2 (0; e))

]
− Ê (q̃|π, x, e) +

+
Ē∑
ẽ=1

P (e, ẽ)

ˆ
βE
[
V(m)

(
Lbuy (ỹ, q̃, e, ẽ) , x′, g2 (ẽ; e)

)
|e, ẽ, q̃

]
f̂q (q̃|ẽ, π, x, e) dq̃.

Note that Ê (q̃|π, x, e) is the actual average price at which a dealer in state (π, x, e) buys the

asset. Similarly, we use the observed distribution of accepted offers f̂q and observed matching
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probabilities P (e, ẽ).

(b) Update W̃ sell
(m):

W̃ sell
(m) (π, x, e, ẽ)

=max
q

P(m) (q is accepted|e, ẽ)βE
[
V(m)

(
Lsell (ỹ, q, e, ẽ) , x̃

′, g2 (ẽ; e) |e, ẽ, q
)]

+P(m) (q is rejected|e, ẽ)βE
[
V(m) (π, x, g2 (0; e))

]
,

(c) Update W sell
(m):

W sell
(m) (π, x, e) = συ log

 Ē∑
ẽ=1

exp

(
−c (ẽ) + W̃ sell

(m) (π, x, e, ẽ)

συ

)
+ exp

(
βE
[
V(m) (π, x, g2 (0; e))

]
συ

)+ συγ.

(d) Update W(m):

W(m) = αW sell
(m) + (1− α)W buy

(m) .

(e) Update V(m+1):

V(m+1) (π, x, e)

= −κ (x) + E

 max
n∈{−x,...,0,1,...,N}

 −c (n, ε)− sign (n)E
(∑|n|

i=1 pit|π, sign (n)
)

+E
[
W
(
Linv

(
π, (pi)

n
i=1 , sign (n)

)
, x′ (n;x) , g2 (|n| ; e)

)]

 .

3. Compute optimal choice probabilities according to (7) and (11), and simulate choices
{
I(m)
d.t,ẽ, I

(m)
d.t,ẽ

}M
m=1

.

4. For each simulated sample, find the auxiliary parameters that maximize L
(
Ĩ;α, β, z

)
.

G Steady-State conditions

Let f∗inv denote the distribution of dealers’ private history after trade with investors implied by f∗. Then,

f∗inv satisfies

f∗inv (πd ∈ Aπ, xd ∈ Ax, ed ∈ Ae|θ)

=

N∑
n=−N

ˆ (ˆ
IA(~pn)f (~pn|θ, sign (n)) d~pn

)
P (n|πd, xd, ed) f∗ (πd, xd, ed) d (πd, xd, ed) ,
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where

A (~pn) = {Linv (πd; ~pn, sign (n)) ∈ Aπ, xd − n ∈ Ax, rinv (ed, n) ∈ Ae} ,

the probability that dealer d chooses n, P (n|πd, xd, ed), is defined in 7, and Linv is defined in 3.

Next, let f∗q (q ∈ Aq|e, ẽ, θ) be the equilibrium distribution of offers directed from a seller of type e to

a buyer of type ẽ, in state θ. Then

f∗q (q ∈ Aq|e, ẽ, θ) =

ˆ ˆ
I {q (πd, xd, ed, ẽ) ∈ Aq} f∗inv (πd, xd, ed|θ, Pe (πd, xd, ed, ξ) = ẽ) d (πd, xd, ed) dξ,

where q (·) achieves the maximum in (9), and Pe (·) solves (10).

Finally, define f∗r (r|e, ẽ, θ, q) to be the equilibrium probability that an offer q receives reply r ∈ {0, 1},

conditional on the seller having experience e, the buyer having experience ẽ, and the state being θ:

f∗r (r̄|e, ẽ, θ, q) =

ˆ ˆ
I {r (πd, xd, e, ẽ, q) = r} f∗inv (πd, xd|θ, ed = e) d (πd, xd) ,

where r (·) achieves the maximum in (8).

Then the steady state distribution f∗ must satisfy

f∗ (πd ∈ Aπ, xd ∈ Ax, ed ∈ Ae|θ) = αf∗sell (πd ∈ Aπ, xd ∈ Ax, ed ∈ Ae|θ)

+ (1− α) f∗buy (πd ∈ Aπ, xd ∈ Ax, ed ∈ Ae|θ) ,

where f∗sell (·|θ) and f∗buy (·|θ) are the distributions of the state among potential buyers and sellers, after

inter-dealer trade. In particular

f∗sell (πd ∈ Aπ, xd ∈ Ax, ed ∈ Ae|θ)

=

Ē∑
ẽ=1

ˆ ˆ
IAsell(πd,xd,ed,ẽ,r,q)f

∗
r (r|ed, ẽ, θ, q) f∗q (q|ed, ẽ, θ)P (ẽ|πd, xd, ed) f∗inv (πd, xd, ed) d (πd, xd, ed)

+

ˆ
IAno tradeP (0|πd, xd, ed) f∗inv (πd, xd, ed|θ) d (πd, xd, ed) ,
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where

Ano trade = {πd ∈ Aπ, xd ∈ Ax, ed ∈ Ae} ,

Asell (πd, xd, ed, ẽ, r, q) = {Lsell (πd, r, q, ed, ẽ) ∈ Aπ, xd − r ∈ Ax, rd2d (ed, ẽ) ∈ Ae} ,

and f∗buy (·|θ) can be defined similarly.

H Proofs from Section 5

Proof of Lemma 1. First rewrite

ct (δ) =
∑
k≥1

δkIt,t−k

= δαgtnt−1 + δ2α2gtgt−1nt−2 . . .

= δαgt

nt−1 +
∑
k≥2

δk−1αk−1gt−1 . . . nt−k

 .

Next, note that

rt = nt−1 + δαgt−1 (nt−2 + δαgt−2rt−2)

= nt−1 + δαgt−1nt−2

+ δ2α2gt−1gt−2 (nt−3 + δαgt−3rt−3)

= · · ·

= nt−1 +
∑
k≥2

(δα)k−1 gt−1 · · · gt−knt−k,

then

et − δet−1 = nt + δαgtrt.
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Proof of Lemma 2. Simply note that the sequence (rt)t≥0, satisfies

rt = nt−1 +
∑
k≥2

(δα)k−1 gt−1 · · · gt−knt−k

< N +

t∑
k=1

(δα)kDkNk−1

Therefore,

et =
∑
k≥1

δk

(
N +

k∑
h=1

(δα)hDhNh−1

)

=
∑
k≥1

δkN +
∑
k≥1

δk
k∑

h=1

(δα)hDhNh−1

<
N

1− δ
+ αD

∑
k≥1

δk+1 1− (δα)k+1Dk+1Nk+1

1− (δα)DN

<
N

1− δ
+

αD

1− (δα)DN

 1

1− δ
− δ4α2 (DN)2

∑
k≥0

δ2kαkDkNk

 .

This, in turn, is bounded if

δ2α <
1

DN
.

Focus on the situation of seller d who trades with buyer d̃ at price qd,t. Denote by ed,t and ed̃,t,

respectively, dealer d and dealer d̃’s experience levels. Furthermore π̂d,t and π̂d̃,t denote dealers d and d̃

beliefs at the moment of the trade (that is, after inter-dealer trade). Dealer d observes post-trade signal

yd̃,t = πd̃,t, as well as dealer d̃’s decision about whether to accept the offer, rd̃,t = r
(
πd̃,t, xd̃,t, ed̃,t, qd,t, ed,t

)
.

Dealer d’s updated belief satisfies

ˆ̂πd,t

(
θt = θk|πd̃,t, ed̃,t, qd,t, ed,t

)
=

f∗
(
πd̃,t, rd̃,t|ed̃,t, qd,t, ed,t, θ

k
)
π̂d,t

(
θk
)

∑
θ f
∗
(
πd̃,t, rd̃,t|ed̃,t, qd,t, ed,t, θ

)
π̂d,t (θ)

.
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We can rewrite this as

f∗
(
πd̃,t, r

(
πd̃,t, xd̃,t, ed̃,t, qd,t, ed,t

)
|ed̃,t, qd,t, ed,t, θ

k
)

=

ˆ

Ar(πd̃,t,ed̃,t,qd,t,ed,t)

f∗
(
πd̃,t, xd̃,t|ed̃,t, θ

k
)
dxd̃,t,

where

Ar

(
πd̃,t, ed̃,t, qd,t, ed,t

)
=
{
xd̃,t : r

(
πd̃,t, xd̃,t, ed̃,t, qd,t, ed,t

)
= r
}

However information about common shock θt contained in inventory xd̃,t is already incorporated in πd̃,t,

since dealer d̃ knows xd̃,t. Therefore

f∗
(
πd̃,t, xd̃,t|ed̃,t, θ

k
)

=f∗
(
xd̃,t|ed̃,t, πd̃,t

)
f∗
(
πd̃,t|ed̃,t, θ

k
)
,

and

f∗
(
πd̃,t, r

(
πd̃,t, xd̃,t, ed̃,t, qd,t, ed,t

)
|ed̃,t, qd,t, ed,t, θ

k
)

=f∗
(
πd̃,t|ed̃,t, θ

k
) ˆ

Ar(πd̃,t,ed̃,t,qd,t,ed,t)

f∗
(
xd̃,t|ed̃,t, πd̃,t

)
dxd̃,t.

Since the last term doesn’t depend on common shock θt, we can rewrite

ˆ̂πd,t

(
θt = θk|πd̃,t, ed̃,t, qd,t, ed,t

)
=
f∗
(
πd̃,t|ed̃,t, θ

k
)
dxd̃,tπ̂d,t

(
θk
)

∑
θ f
∗
(
πd̃,t|ed̃,t, θ

)
π̂d,t (θ)

.
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